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Murray State
Announces
provost
appointment
Speciet to the Lodger
Di Randy J. Dunn, president
of Murray State University,
announced today the appointment of Dr. Bonnie Higginson
as MSU's next provost.
"I
am
pleased to recommend
Bonnie to our
board
of
regents for this
position and
feel that she
has the best
basis of expe•111111.1111111111
hence
and
leadership acumen to continue the academic
excellence for which we are
known," said Dunn. "When I
considered the overall package
of what we needed, Bonnie has
the background. work ethic,
demeanor and extensive knowledge in several key areas that
will be vital to furthering our
academic enterprise and the
university as a whole."
The university launched a
comprehensive search process
that began when cun-ent
provest, Dr. Gary Brockway,
announced his retirement in
.0ctober 2009.
"I appreciate the tremendous
effort exhibited by the search
committee as it undertook this
important process that ultimately led to my recommendation of
Dr. Higginstm," said Dunn
"The process was crueial in
realizing what our campus
needs at this point in time, and
the type of leadership our many
campus constituency groups—
both internal and external—will
unite behind."
"Murray State has provided
me with incredible opportuni-
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Chamber survey showing opposition to payroll tax
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writes.
he preliminary results of a Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce survey shows strong
opposition among members to a potential city payroll tax.
The City of Murray has not proposed a
payroll tax, but it has been a centerpiece
of recent budget discussions. Lance
Allison, the chamber's executive director, said the board of directors decided it

T

would be a good idea to send a survey to
members to get an ides of what they
thought. He said that if a payroll tax is
proposed by city officials, the board
could decide to respond using the survey
results.
So far, 265 members have responded
to the survey that was sent out last week.
Not every person who sent back answers
could respond to every question because
some members don't have the authority
to make hiring decisions. Allison said.

He said chamber members could still
respond, but he didn't expect the results
to change significantly by the end of the
week.
The crux of the questionnaire was
whether or not members supported a
payroll tax. and 217 - 81.8 percent said they did not. Twenty-seven mernbees, or 10.1 percent, said they did and
21 members, or 7.9 percent, did not
respond to the question.
Members who said alternative options

to a payroll tax had been researched
thoroughly totaled 9.4 percent and 75
percent said alternatives had not beta
researched enough. Forty-one inembeei
-15.4 percent - did not respond to the
question.
Out of 240 people who responded td
the question asking what type of bust;
nese they operate, 53.3 percent weie:
service businesses; 12.5 percent were

II See Page 2A

Legislators'
state budget
negotiations
collapse
By BRUCE SCHREINElt
Asaociated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Btaiget negotiations among top
Kentucky lawmakers collapsed
Wednesday amid deep differences over a sliver of the spending plan that would create a
spate of state-backed construction projects while adding to the
state's debt.
The sudden breakdown came
after weeidong talks over the
$17 billion-plus, two-year
budget.
It raised the prospect of lawmakers waiting until the last
day of the 60-d
session in
mid-April to pass a nudges, or
possibly leaving without one.
Lawmakers had hoped to pass
the budget Friday before taking
a break to allow the governor to
review bills sent to turn.
Top legislative leaders said
they still hoped tc achieve a
budget deal, with each blaming
the other charaber for the
impasse.
"I hope we can leave here
with
a
budget," Senate
President David Williams said.
House Speaker Greg Stunk°
declared that House members
were willing to wort "up until
the last minute of the last day of
this session" to get a budget
accord.
Sticking points included edit-

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger A Tirnee
MSU SENIOR SALUTE: Nick Johnson, a senior Nursing major from Paris,
Tenn., is fitted for his graduation robe this
weak during Senior Salute in the Curds Center at Murray State University.
Johnson will join other graduating seniors at
the Regional Special Events Center in May for Commencement.

TVA photo exhibit now at Wrather Museum
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
A traveling exhibit of architectural photos of the various
installations
under
the
Tennessee Valley-Authority is
making a stop in Murray.
The show, "Power and
Domesticity: The Architectural
Legacy of TVA," features the

photographs of Richard Barnes
and is currently on display at
the Wrather West Kentucky
Museum at Murray State
University
"The work of the first decade
and a half of the Tennessee
Valley Authority is remarkable
for the quality and comprehensiveness of is design," said

Tim Culvalsouse, curator of the
exhibit, in a statement. "In
these photographs, Richard
Barnes captures both the heroic integhty of the TVA reservations and the loose ends that
inevitably (and perhaps equally rightly) emerge as everyday
life intervenes."
The photographs were origi-

nally published in a book that
collects essays regarding the
design of TVA by architecture,
design and arts experts. The
book is titled "The Tennessee
Valley Authority! Design and
Persuasion" and is also on display at the exhibit.
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Forecast
Thursday. Sunny.
Highs
around 80. South winds 10 to 20
mph.
Thursday
night.. Clear.
Lows in the lower 50s South
winds 10 to 15 mph.
Friday „Sunny Highs around
80. South winds 10 to 15 mph.
Friday night...Mostly clear.
Lows in the mid 50s.
Saturday...Showers
and
thunderstorms likely. Highs in
the mid 70s Caance of precipitation 60 percent.
Saturday
night Mostly
cloudy. A 20 percent chance of
showers and Munderatorms in
the eve in. Lows in the upper
.40$.
Sunday...Mostty clear. Highs
:in the lower 70s.
• Sunday night.. Mostly clear.
Lows in the lower SOS.
Monday Mostly clear. Highs
in the lower 70s.
Monday night _Mostly clear.
Lows in the lower 50s
Tuesday...Partly sunny with a
30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs :n the
mid 70*.
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By HAWK1P4S TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The way the man ranted
about
how
poorly
the
University
of
Kentucky
Wildcats had played in its last
basketball game, one might
have thought he was a disgruntled fan angry about the team's
loss to the West Viiginia
Mountaineers on Saturday.
The man wasn't talking
about any recent game,
thcugh. He was talking about a
devastating loss to Florida
State in 1972.
Edward
B. Smith
of
Cynthiana spoke to a small but
delighted crowd of history
buffs and basketball fans in
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Smith brings UK's Rupp
to MSU's Racer Arena
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Racer Arena Wednesday night.
performing a monologue as
the legendary UK basketball
coach Adolph Rupp at the end
of his career. Smith is a speaker for Kentucky Chautauqua.
which send actors across the
state to portray famous historical figures. The group is sponsored by the Kentucky
Humanities Council.
Rupp coached at UK from
1930 to 1972 and was largely
responsible for the Kentucky
basketball crate that has lasted
to this day. In his tenure, the
team won four national championships. He was born in
HAWKINS TEAGUElledger & Times

II See Page 2A

Edward B. Smith performs a monologue as he portray's the legendary University of Kentucky
basketball coach Adolph Rupp Wednesday night in Racer Arena.
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Winters, Henley comment
on stalled state budget talks

From Front
"It started with a book and
everyone liked it so much they
put together an exhibit." said
Kate Reeves, manager of
W rather Museum.
Reeves said she is excited to
have the exhibit at the museum,
especially because of the local
impact TVA has on Murray. As
most of the TVA's reach is
Mainly within Tennessee. the
exhibit has been traveling in
lhat state.
"A guy from Chattanooga
with the Tennessee Architecture
foundation called me, they had
put the exhibit all around
Tennessee but not Kentucky. He
said fic had found out about
(Wrathar Museum) and said we
could have the show for free if I
came and picked it up in
Clarksville, Tenn.," Reeves
said.
• • The show will be on display at
the museum through Saturday,
April 24.

F

KYSER LOUGH 'Ledger 8. Times
Photos of various architectural elements developed for the Tennessee Valley Authority line the
walls of Wrather Museum a: Murray State University. The traveling exhibit of photos is making a stop in Murray until near the end of April

Kentucky

News in Brief
Ky. to get $480 million in expanded Pell grants
LOUISVILLE, Ky..(AP)-The White House says the Health
Care and Education Reconciliation Act is expected to provide
more than $480 million to Kentucky by academic year 2020-2021
in additional benefits for higher education.
President Barack ()barna signed the bill into law Tuesday at
Northern Virginia Community College near Washington.
In a news release, the White House says federal Department of
Education officials estimate Kentucky's students will receive an
additional $480 million in Pell Grams due to the changes in the
new law.
There is also $9.4 million for historically black and minorityserving colleges in Kentucky over the next decade.
Another $10 million is coming to help attract low-income students and help them manage college loan debt.

Hospital increases security after patient molested
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-A spokesman for University
Hospital in Louisville says the hospital has stepped up its security
after one patient sexually assaulted another and Medicare threatened to cut off hospital funding.
• The Courier-Journal reported the incident occurred March 10 to
a woman who was brought to the emergency room complaining of
stomach pain. A state report says she told hospital staff she drank
30 beers that day.
The newspaper reported that several hours after the woman was
admitted, another patient- who had also consumed a large
amount of alcohol- was found in her room molesting her.
A report by the Kentucky Cabinet for Health and Human
. Services found the hospital failed to follow procedure for admitting a patient against his or her will, which includes an electronic
bracelet and security checks every 15 minutes.

U Chamber survey...
From Front

erage benefits; 23 2 percent said
they had increased co-payments
and deductible in insurance
plans: 15.1 percent said they
had reduced the scope of service
to reduce costs and 14 percent
had other responses.
Allison said now that the
chamber had the information, it
would have to decide what to do
with it. He said the organization
still plans to draft a letter to the
Murray City Council asking
them to slow down the process
and not make any quick decisions, although he thought it
looked like the council was
already doing that. He said the
chamber board would soon need
to decide how to convey to the
Murray City Council what the
organization thinks.
"We're letting the raw numbers be released, but now we
have to figure out how to present this to the council," he said.

retail businesses. 8.3 percent
were manufacturing businesses;
3.7 percent were agriculture and
28.3 percent were types.
• • The majonty of businesses
s 60 3 percent - employed
between one and 15 people; 5.6
'percent employed 16-25; 6.7
r percent employed 26-50; 4.9
s percent employed 51-100: 11.3
-; percent employed 101 or more
and 10.9 percent of 265 membei s did not answer the question.
One question asked members
if they had made any changes in
: the last 24 months. Of the 185
who responded, 42.7 percent
aid they had reduced the numser of employees; 41 percent
they had frozen hiring; 17.8
'.7percent said they had reduced
•Zull-time employees and substi,:tuted part-time employees; 36.2
percent said they had frozen
wages; 23.2 percent said they
had shifted insurance costs to
employees; 12.4 percent said
they had reduced insurance coy-
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
nit District Sen. Ken Winters and Fifth Districa Rep.
Melvin Henley said this morning lawmakers will meet
today to decide what to do next after House and Senate
negotiators hit a budget impasse on proposed $17 billion-plus
bills intended to help Kentucky weather an economic storm
for two more years.
According to an Associated Press report. negotiations
among lawmakers collapsed Wednesday over differences in
spending plans that include state-backed corustruction projects.
Henley(D-Murray)said everything seemed to be going well
until about noon Wednesday.
"Somebody told somebody to go help themselves and then
it all blew up," he said.
Henley said it was unfortunate that the conference committee could not reach an agreement.
"Apparently the primary sticking points were cuts to SEEK
funding for elementary and secondary schools, cuts to the universities and the water and sewer projects," he said
It's possible that lawmakers may go home without a budget
in hand. Henley said.
-Tomorrow is the last day you can pass a budget and have it
veto-proof so I have a feeling it's all over."
Winters (R-Murray) said Senate Republicans were scheduled to caucus this morning. He hopes to find out more about
where negotiations will go next.
"I'll know a little more about what's going on at that point,"
Winters said. "I know the sticking point is ovet the amount of
bonding that the House has recommended. The general philosophy of the senate is that, with times like they are now,
maybe we should not move forward with more indebtedness
until we begin to stabilize our economy."
Winters said he could not predict what might happen.
The impasse also raises the prospect of lawmakers waiting
until the last day of the 60-day session in mid-April to pass a
budget, or possibly leaving without one, according to the AP
report. Lawmakers had hoped to pass the budget Friday
before taking a break to allow Gov. Steve Beshear to review
bills sent to him.

As Rupp. Smith said he told his
freshmen at the start of every season that practice should be treated
From Front
as a business meeting. not as a
1901 on a farm in Halmstead. class or social hour. He said playKan., and was buried in 1977 in ers were hired to do a job, which
Lexington Cemetery just down was to win games. If they couldn't
the street from the 23,000-seat do their job, he had no problem
basketball arena that bears his firing them. He spoke of one playname.
er who transferred and then comDuane Bolin, a professor of his- plained to the press that the coach
tory at Murray State University, didn't love his players. He assured
introduced Smith and pointed out the audience that he was nothing if
that if one combines the tenures of not fair.
each of Rupp's successors, it is
"There's no favoritism in this
still four years less than the time program; I'm mean to everyone,"
Rupp spent at UK. Bolin is cur- he said.
rently working on a book titled,
Smith told a variety of amusing
"Adolph Rupp and the Rise of stories, such as how Rupp's phiBig-Time College Basketball in losophy of winning was shaped by
America," which he hopes will be growing up on a farm and how he
the definitive Rupp biography. He took a hygiene class from Dr.
said he plans to release it in the James Naismith while he was a
spring of 2011. Bolin also was student at the University of
Smith's historical advisor when he Ksnsas. He said Rupp asked
shaped the character.
Naismith why he had only written
Rupp was often referred to as 13 original rules of the game and
"The Man in the Brown Suit," and Naismith said he never thought it
Smith was dressed accordingly. would amount to much, had no
He spoke as if he was standing in idea it would become a nationMemorial Coliseum and the end wide craze and could never imagof the 1971-72 season. He said he ine that people would pay to see it.
was not happy with his players
Smith closed the presentation by
and that he expects to win every answering a few questions from
single game.
the audience in character and
-To me, that's like shooting par talked about how he shaped his
on a golf course." he said.
performance.

111 Rupp ...

MSU provost
to assisting each college in realizing its goals for the future."
ties over my 30-year career and
Higginson also has one of the
I am truly honored to be named strongest
backgrounds in the
provost and vice president for
institutional
accreditation
academic
affairs,"
said
process by the Southern
Higginson.
Higginson, a 30-year veteran Association of Colleges and
of higher education, has an Schools (SACS) and is an inteimpressive résumé that begins gral part of the university-wide
with undergraduate and gradu- Quality Enhancement Plan
ate work at Murray State process. Additionally, she has
University. Higginson received been involved with the Council
her Ph.D. from the University of for Postsecondary Education on
Georgia in 1985. She then many levels during her tenure
returned to MSU and served in with MSU.
various roles within the college
"Bonnie's work in recent
of education including professor years with SACS is valuable
and chair. Additionally, she also and her ability to coordinate and
served as faculty head of White continue the overall work
and
College from 2000-07. Since progress
of our accreditation
2007, Higginson has served as
status is unsurpassed," said
associate provost ior academic
Dunn.
affairs.
Higginson's
appointment,
"I hope to provide leadership
effective
July 1, 2010, is for a
that is aligned with MSU's
vision to build on our reputation three-year term with the possias one of the best student-cen- bility of a fourth-year extension
tered, comprehensive universi- in the position. She has indicatties in the nation," states ed she will not be a candidate
Higginson. "Our faculty is sec- for the position when her term
ond to none and I look forward ends.

From Front

Kopperud Realty's Open Houses
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II Budget talks ...
From Front
cation funding and a Housepassed revenue package, but the
main flash point appeared to be
the construction projects backed
by House Democrats.
Williams, R-Burkesville, said
Senate negotiators balked at the
House-passed construction program that would result in the
state borrowing about $1.2 billion to finance the work. The
bulk of the bonded projects
would replace dilapidated
schools.
Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, has
championed the construction
projects as a way to jump-start
the state economy. He said the
proposal to build new schools
along with water and sewer
projects would put an estimated
25.000 Kentuckians back to
work amid stubbornly high
unemployment.
"It's our position that we need
to be creating jobs in these
recessionary times." Stumbo
told reporters.
At his own news conference.
Williams warned that the construction program would "put
our state into a debt-death spiral" in uncertain economic
times.
Williams said the House
divvied up school projects to
reward loyal House members,
and said House Democrats were
mistakenly trying to spend and
borrow the state into prosperity.
"It is our position that in austere times people expect shared
sacrifice," Williams said. "And
that we have to keep our debt
levels down and make sure that
folks in the private sector see
government sacrificing the way
they have to sacrifice every
day."
Stumbo
said
House
Democratic negotiators were
willing to compromise on the
size of the construction program, but accused Senate
Republican conferees of refusing to budge.
11,.,i1•••••••M
mut. -.- my .w...•

Both
legislative
leaders
acknowledged that the General
Assembly would deserve criticism if the session ends without
a budget.
Lawmakers have three working days left in the 60-day session. If they wait until Apnl 15
to pass a budget, they would not
be able to consider overriding
any possible gubernatorial
vetoes of the budget.
Gov. Steve Beshear said
Wednesday that the legislature's
top job is to pass a balanced and
responsible budget, and noted
that it has until April 15 to do so.
"The taxpayers and I both
fully expect the General
Assembly to work as many
hours as it takes to meet that
responsibility by that date,"
Beshear said in a statement.
The Senate passed a $17.3 billion two-year budget that called
for deeper spending cuts to
almost all state agencies than
the House's $17.5 billion version.
Stumbo said House members
objected to the Senate's cuts in
education, but said negotiators
had appeared to be closing in on
resolving that issue.
Also, the Senate wants to preserve two instructional days for
public schools that the House
proposed eliminating.
Meanwhile,
the
Senate
dropped two tax-code changes
proposed by the House.
Lawmakers faced a shortfall
exceeding $1 billion when they
started working on the budget
earlier in the year.
If lawmakers fail to pass a
budget. Beshear could convene
a special legislative session to
deal with the spending plan. The
lack of a new budget by the start
of the next fiscal year on July I
could turn off the taps of state
funding for some services.
The last time the legislature
ended its session without a
budget, it led to a state Supreme
Court ruling dealing with such
scenarios.
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il t' Dear Calloway Taxpayers:
II Did you know that under Obamacare there will

11. be 16,000 new IRS police to harass the small
i business folk in America?
They will penalize with fines or punish anyone
'
who refuses to capitulate to governmental tyran-•
ny! The All Seeing Eye of Big Government is t4
watching YOU! George Orwell warned us in his "
11 .
i book 1984= Should we, change the date now, to
2010 in America???
2
ill
-The Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway
iII
(The Tea Party Movement)
I I
•
-...-.*--....-.-...
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2007 Atkins Way
Saddlecrerk Subdivision
GORGEOUS HOME WITH EXTRA WIDE
WRAP AROUND PORCH! This 4 bedroom, 3
bath home features eighteen foot ceilings in entry
way and a vaulted wood beam ceiling in the great
room. Beautiful pre-finished oak hardwood floors,
in a gunstock finish can be found throughout the
home. Pnced at $299,900. MLS #53793

-11 \loin "ii.

604 Sycamore Street
DELIGHTFUL HOME IN THE HEART OF
MURRAY' This wonderful 4 bedroom 2 bath
home offers spacious rooms, beautiful hardwood
floors, renovated bathrooms, a gas log fireplace.
arched doorways and a quaint back courtyard for
those sunny afternoons! Priced at $105.000.
MLS #55I52

MOVE-IN READY! This newly remodeled 3
bedroom. 2 bath home has many updates including new carpet and laminate flooring. new
kitchen countertops, new gutters with leaf guards
and fresh paint throughout. Master bedroom has
been renovated to include a master bathroom and
walk-in closet. Pnced at $74,500. MLS #54565
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Police,Sheriff, MSI Lolls
Calloway County Sheriffs Office
The Calloway County Shenff's Office reports the following
incidents and arrests occurred from March 15 through March
20.
- On March 16, criminal mischief in the third degree was
reported on Coles Campground Road.
- On March 17, theft by unlawful taking under $500 was
reported on Megan Drive.
- On March 18, a stolen license plate was reported on
Marguerite Boulevard.
- Theft by unlawful taking was reported on Beach Road.
-Attempted burglary in the second degree was reported on
Ironwood Drive.
- On March 19, domestic violence was reported on
Yarborough Drive.
- Theft by unlawful taking (firearm) was reported on
Wadesboro Road.
- Burglary in the second degree was reported on Derek Trail.
- Theft by unlawful taking was reported on Dunbar Road.
- On March 20, burglary in the second degree was reported
• on Wrather Road.
- Domestic violence was reported on Stoney Creek Lane.
Forty-three criminal warrants and 16 bench warrants were
served by the Calloway County Sheriff Office between March
15 and March 20.
Murray Police Department
- A nit-and-run accident was reported at 4:48 p.m. March 2 on
16th Street.
- A structure Ire was reported at 6:41 p m. Murray State
University's Public Safety Building.
- A theft report was taken at 9:13 a.m. March 4 at 1202 South
12th St. after someone reported a construction trailer missing
• from the lot.
- Damage to a vehicle was reported at 8:37 p.m. March 5 at
Walgreen's and at 9:04 p.m. at the skating rink.
- A caller reported shots fired at 11:07 p.m. at 10th and Payne
streets.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 3:26
p.m. March 6 at the corner of Highway 641 North and
Highway 80.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 4:25
p.m. at Wildcat Beach Road.
- A stolen vehicle report was taken at 1:25 p.m. March 7 at
808 South Fourth St.
- A theft report was taken at 8:14 a.m. March 8 at the police
station.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 9:33
a.m. on Highway 94 East.
- A forgery was reported at 10:24 a.m. at Walmart
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 5:10
p.m. at 2506 Kline Trail.
Murray State University Public Safety
- A caller requested to speak to an officer concerning damage
to his vehicle at 1:59 p.m. Feb. 21 in the Main Street parking
lot. A report was taken for criminal mischief in the second
degree.
- A caller requested to speak to an officer about damage to
property at 9:05 a.m. Feb. 22 at the Curris Center. A report
was taken for criminal mischief in the third degree.
- At 12:01 p.m. Feb. 25 in the Public Safety Building, MSU
police served a summons on an individual for criminal mischief in the second degree after an investigation.
- A caller at the Ky/Hamilton southeast lot requested to speak
to an officer about items taken from a vehicle at 11:29 a.m.
March 1. A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking under
$500.
- MSU police served a summons to an individual for criminal
mischief in the third degree at 2 p.m. March 1 after an investigation.
- An individual requested to speak to an officer about a possible theft at 7 p.m. March 2 at the Public Safety Building. A
report was taken for theft by unlawful taking under $500.
- Facilities management notified Public Safety at 10:49 a.m.
March 3 of damage to a door at Racer Arena. A report was
taken for criminal mischief in the third degree.
• An individual requested to speak to an officer at the Public
Safety Building about items taken from her vehicle at 3:35
p.m. March 3. A report was taken for theft by unlawful taking
under $500.
- MSU police arnsted an individual at the Biology Building
parking lot. He was charged with theft by unlawful taking
under $500 after officers said they observed him take items
from vehicles parked in the lot.
-Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

Temporary road closures set at LBL's Wranglers
Campground, Bacon Creek Backcountry Area
GOLDEN POND, Ky. - Due
to a planned prescribed burn
near Wranglers Campground in
Land Between The Lakes
National Recreation Area,
beginning at 11 a.m. on Friday.
April 2, access to Wranglers
Campground and Bacon Creek
Backcountry Area will only be
available fix= Road 170-Fords
Bay Road. or the southern part
of Road 165 off The Trace.
Later in the day, the main road
to Wranglers Campground,

Road 165, will re-open, according to Kathryn Harper, a
spokesperson for LBL.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service.
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
in partnership with "Friends of
LBL," to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. Additional
information is available at
www.lbl.org, or by calling(800)
LBL-7077 or 270-924-2000.

Study: prostate drug
may cause heart failure
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Full results of a big study
testing a drug for preventing
prostate cancer show a higher
risk of heart failure, a surprise
finding that could dampen
enthusiasm for expanding its
use.

Monday,
On
GlaxoSmithKline PLC asked
the federal Food and Drug
Administration to approve its
, drug Avodart as a cancer preventive for men at higher-than-nor.rttal risk of the disease. The drug
'is already sold for urinary prob-

lems. and no heart failure risks
have been seen with that use,
doctors say.
Results of a study testing it as
a cancer preventive were given
at a medical conference last
year, but the heart risk information had not been analyzed at
that time so only the main
results of the study were presented, a Glaxo spokeswoman
said.
Full results are being published in today's New England
Journal of Medicine.

AP PhotoiThe Leal-Chronicie. Greg Williamson
Gov. Steve Beshear, lght, helps members of the Robert Penn Warren Birthplace Committee unveil a road sign Wednesday
at the writer's birthplace in Guthrie in Todd County. Several signs will be placed along highways within 15 miles of Guthrie.

Millions in U.S. aid going to Afghan allies
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
Pentagon is pouring millions of
dollars into equipment and training for its smaller partner
nations in the Afghanistan war, a
new effort that could encourage
some countries not to abandon
the increasingly unpopular conflict.
The money comes from a
$350 million Pentagon program
designed to improve the countertertorism operations of U.S.
allies.
While the funding cannot be
openly used as an enticement for
NATO nations to either send
troops to Afghanistan or keep
them in the country, the budding

initiative sends the message that
those who commit to the counterinsurgency fight could be
rewarded.
The U.S. is committing more
troops to Afghanistan to beat
back a stubborn Taliban-led
insurgency - and watching in
dismay as allies, including
Canada and the Netherlands,
look to pull troops out of the 8year-old war or remove them
from combat duties.
Roughly 87,000 U.S. troops
are in Afghanistan now, and
about 100,000 are expected to
be in place by late summer.
The number of allied troops
is a bit more than 40,000 and

could dip as nations begin bowing to political pressures. The
Obama administration has been
pressing allies to increase the
number of troops, both for combat and for training Afghan
security forces.
Defense officials tell The
Associated Press that the initial
aid package aimed at six small
countries - Georgia. Croatia,
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania and
Estonia
is about $50 million
and will be distributed almost
equally among them. The officials spoke on condition of
anonymity because the details
have not been announced.
Those six countries account

tor fewer than 1,3(10 trocps in
Afghanistan. Most of the money
will buy equipment for those
forces, the defense officials said,
but troops will also receive critical instruction on how to detect
and counter roadside bombs as
well as other training.
"It's not bribery,- said Rick
Nelson, a counterterrorism
expert at the Center for Strategic
and International Studies. "But
at end of the day. we're asking
these allies to join us and we
want them to be valuable partners. And some lack the
resources to be partners in ways
we need them to do so."

Will stiff taxes on soda put dent in obesity?
ATLANTA (AP) - Small
taxes on soda do little to reduce
soft drink consumption or prevent childhood obesity, but larger levies probably would,
according to new research.,
The study is being released as
a recent wave of proposals
would raise soda taxes or create
new ones on sugared beverages,
But they'll have to be a lot
steeper than current taxes, which
are generally 4 percent or less,
said Roland Sturm, lead author
of the new research,
"Small taxes will not prevent
obesity," said Sturm, a senior
economist at the Rand Corp. in
Santa Monica, Calif.
Sturm and his coheagues
used information from a 2004
national survey of about 7,300
fifth-graders.
The researchers looked at
how the children's height and
weight had changed over the

previous two years and how
often the kids said they drank
soda and sports drinks. The
researchers also reviewed taxes
on carbonated drinks that were
in effect in 2004.
Roughly two-thirds of the
children lived in states that had a
tax on soda greater than on other
food items. The highest was 7
cents tax on each dollar's worth
of soda. The average was about
4 cents.
They found the taxes made
no real difference on overall
soda consumption or on obesity
for kids overall.
They did have a small effect
on certain children -- especially
those from families with an
annual income of $25,000 or
less. Those kids - who drank
about seven cans of soda a
week, on average - drank one
less can because of the taxes,
Sturm said.

However, it the taxes were
more like 18 cents on the dollar,
Sturm calculated it would make
a significant difference.
The research is being published online Thursday in the
journal Health Affairs.
The Rand study was funded
by the federal government and
the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation.
Most states exempt grocery
food from sales taxes. But in
recent years, candy and soft
drinks have been increasingly
targeted, either through a tax or
removal of an existing sales tax
exemption.
The children in the study
were from 40 states, 20 of which
had soda taxes when the study
was done.
More than 30 states have
some form of soda tax today,
averaging about 5 cents per dollar of soda.

leacher goes into stranger's home,shot dead
AMHERST, N.Y. (AP) Investigators in Buffalo, N.Y.,
are awaiting toxicology test
results that might give them
clues as to why a school teacher
walked into a stranger's home,
where he was shot dead by a
homeowner who thought he was
being burglarized.
David Park was killed around
I a.m. Sunday in the suburb of

Amherst, near where he was
attending a party for a pregnant
friend.
Thomas Burton, the homeowner's attorney, says his client
repeatedly told Park to leave and
told him he had a gun. When
Park didn't leave, the homeowner shot him.
The homeowner hasn't been
charged. but the investigation
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continues. Burton says his client
was legally protecting his property.
Park's funeral is Thursday.
The 31-year-old won an award
in only his fourth year of teaching in Albany and coached youth
baseball.

ATTENTION:
Anyone needing personal care or
assistance with a loyal one and
feeling overwhelmed. We invite
you to call Karen or Tamra at

f

in) ace-of Murray
Li.' 7

753-7109
and let us help you with both the
care and the financial assistance.

"
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In the last month, Colorado
removed a 3 percent sales tax
exemption for candy and soda
Philadelphia's mayor proposed a
2 cents-per-ounce tax on sugary
drinks, which would add 24
cents to the price of a can of
Coke.
Most of the taxes tend to be
enough to bring in some extra
money for struggling state budgets, but small eiough not to rile
soda manufacturers or significantly change buying habits,
said Kelly Brownell, director of
Yale University's Rudd Center
for Food Policy and Obesity. "Taxes have to be large
enough to affect consumption."
said Brownell, who has called
for a tax as high as 12 percent.
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Area team
prepares
for bout
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New Moon Rising Team plans
fundraiser event Friday

PADUCAH, Ky. — The
Radioactive City Rollergiris are
gearing up for their first home
bout of the 2010 season at the
Padueah Regional Sports Pies.
This team is undefeated at home
after their first bout in Little
Rock. Ark., where they dominated the competition and came
out on top with a score of 171 to
72. These ladies have been
training year-round to bring the
Paducah area the best in eightPhoto provided
wheeled all-female action. SPECIAL SIGNING: Members of Fort Heiman Camp #1834, Sons of Confederate Veterans,
RCRG's team. the Atomics, and J.N Williams Chapter. United Daughters of the Confederacy were present for the signing
will go skate-to-skate with the of the proclamation declanng April as
Confederate History Month in Calloway County. Pictured
Black-n-Bluegrass Roller Girls from left, front row: Jeremy Bell,
Councilman; Larry Elkins, County Judge Executive; second
of Covingtonon April 10 at 7
row: Francis Spillman. William Hoffman, Barbara Smotherman. Wanda Forrest, Barry Grogan,
p.m. (doors open at 6 p.m.). A
Sandy Forrest, Jimmy Bucy, Don Duncan and John Young.
portion of the proceeds will go
to the Paducah chapter of
Habitat for Humanity.
Roller Derby has experienced
a resurgence in recent years
with do-it-yourself teams being
built from the ground up by the
The Kentucky Chapter of the Chapter of this organization
women and men who love this Pajama Program is looking for a runs largely with the help of volaction-packed,
high-speed. volunteer to work during unteers. Kristi Will. Kentucky
spills-galore sport.
Freedom lest's Family Day in chapter president is looking for
RCRG began in the spring the Park. The event will take volunteers in this region to start
2007 with a handful of girls place Sunday. July 4 from 3 Pajama Program drives, as well
as to volunteer at events such as
going to the local rink. It is p.m. to 6 p.m. at Central Park.
The Pajama Program is a not- Freedom Fest.
now 30-plus members strong,
for-profit organization that proFamily Day in the Park will
with numerous staff and volun- vides new,
warm pajamas as feature this, as well as other
(eers as well as an ever-growing well as books for needy children non-profit organizations.
intlatnumber of fans. The girls love across the country, many who ables, pony rides, a clown and
putting on a great bout for their are waiting to be adopted. various games and activities.
loyal hometown fans, and
According to its Web site.
The
Pajama
Program
RCRG has always believed in www.pajamaprogram.org, received a four-star rating from
giving hack to our community. 'These are youngsters who may Chat ity Navigator. Anyone
Lorraine Mama
with bouts proceeds going to not know the comforts of a interested in the Pajama
mother or father to tuck them Program should call Kristi Will
charities such as St. Jude
into a cozy bed and read them a at (606) 528-4818, or e-mail
Children Research Hospital and bedtime story. The
Kentucky kristi(it pajamaprograrn.org.
Project Hope.
An "After Party" will be held
at the Down Town Hoe Down at
the Irvin Cobb Hotel Ballroom
following the bout.
For more information, contact
The 90th birthday celebration
Ann-Meredith McNeill at scorfor Lorraine Adams will be
plogrr178@gmailcom or check
Sunday. April II, from 2 p.m. to
out www.radioactiverg.corn
3:30 p.m. in the Welcome
Center of First Baptist Church,
203 South 4th St., Murray.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend.
Mrs. Adams is the wife of
Our
William Clayton Adams Sr..
"• Registered
who died Nov. 28. 1990. She is
Bridal Couples:
the daughter of the late Sam and
Leigh Haves stock
Lola Arnett,
& Darnir Maric
Her three children are Jerry
Laura LOVell
& Neal Buchanan
Adams and wife. Beverly, of
Jena Thomas
Mooresville, N.C., Bill Adams
& IT. Ruxer
and wife, Genevieve. of Murray,
Lauren Nix
and Judy Henry and husband.
& Nathan Reed
Bobby.
of Sikeston. Mo.
Photo
provided
Heather Henson
LIONS' "LEADER DOG" CHAIR SPEAKS: Norma
Her six grandchildren are
& Wes Claiborn
Campbell. right, state chairperson for the Kentucky Lions Chip Adams and wife. Jill.
Carlin Courtney
& Tyler Wolfe
Club Leader Dog Program, pictured with Murray Lions Club
Melissa Arndt and husband,
Sarah Welts
vice president Jim Nance, spoke at Tuesday's dinner meet- Charles . Amanda Adams,
& Phillip Whitaker
ing, acquainting the Lions with the national leader dog pro- Courtney Vanover and husband.
Lauren Woolen
gram which supplies seeing eye dogs to the blind throughout Ryan. Lori Bunting and hus& Jordan Redd
the United States and also in Spain. Started in 1939 in
band. Aaron. and Meredith
Cara McCord
Rochester, Mich., the program has produced more than
Henry.
& Jason Chapman
13,000 leader dogs.
Her 12 great-grandchildren
Stephanie Bodell
& Wes Steele
are Will Adams, Callie Adams,
Jennifer Bleckler
Kate Adams. Abby Arndt. Mia
& Morgan O'Boyle
Arndt. Harrison Arndt. Henry
Adora Schweickert
Arndt. Lily Vanover, Avery
& Josh Price
Vanover, Sam Bunting. Sara
Sarah McNutt
Bunting and Will Bunting.
& Wesley Roberts

Volunteers needed at Freedom
Fest to collect pajamas

Birthday
celebration
planned

Jo's
9atebook

New Moon Rising Team for Relay for Life
will have a Used Hook and Bake Sale on
Friday from 7 a.m. to noon In the private
dining room, west of the cafeteria in the
North tower of Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The group will also accept used small electronics such as cell phones and MP3 players
to be sent to a company for recycling and
then they will send the team a check for the
Relay for Life.

Courthouse closing at noon
Ey Jo Burkeen
The Calloway County Courthouse and all
Community
county offices will be closing at 12 noon Friday
Editor
in observance of Good Friday
Bazzell Cemetery plans workday
Bazzell Cemetery. located on Batzell Cemetery Road. will have
work day for both women and men. on Friday starting at 9 a.m.
Those attending are asked to bring hoes. garden rakes, shovels,
wheel barrows and chain saws to help in work on the graves and
clearing brush.

Library lists closing days
Calloway County Public Library will be closed Friday and
Sunday in observance of Good Friday and Easter The library will
be open at regular hours on Saturday and on Monday.

Final sign-up on Saturday
Final sign-up day for summer play at the Kirksey Ball Park will
be Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Kirksey United Methodist
Church. Ages for players range 3-years-old to 18-years old.

Legion Auxiliary Post #73 to meet
American Legion Auxiliary Post 073 will meet tonight
(Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee Creek
Dr.. Murray. Female spouses and daughters of veterans are invited.
The agenda will include planning for future fund-raisers and projects to help veterans. For more information call Townya Ritzt at
293- U45.

Good Friday service planned

Lori Cook
& lake Wegmann
Laken Watkins
& Casey Darnell
Dianne Rousseau
& Paul Corder
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First Baptist Church of Murray will have a Good Friday service
on Friday at 7 p.m. Childcare will he provided.

MHS Basketball Banquet changed
The Murray High School Basketball Banquet has been changed
to Sunday. April 18 at 1 p.m. at the Murray Room of the Murray
State University Regional Special Events ('enter. Tigers, Lady
Tigers. cheerleaders and the dance team will be recognized. Tickets
are on sale for $13 each at the MHS office and the deadline for pur
chasing tickets is today iThursday) April I. No tickets will he sold
at the door. For more information contact Monica Evans at Murray
High School at 753-5202.

Easter Egg Hunt Saturday
Mun ay Main Street will have its Easter Egg Hum on Saturday on
the courthouse lawn. Registration should begin at 9 a.m. and the
hunt will begin at 9:30 a.m. Eggs will he tilled with prizes and
goodies. In addition those attending may have their photo made
with the Easter Bunny or make your own by giving a $2 donation to
Murray Main Street.

Bake sales planned Friday
The Murray Bank will host hake sales at both branches of the
bank during opening hours on Friday. Proceeds will go to the Relay
for Life team of the bank.

Free Pancake Breakfast planned
A free Pancake Breakfast will be Saturday starting at 9 a.m. at the
Lynn Grove United Methodist Church. Also planned are games,
prizes and an Easter Egg Hunt. The church is located to the right of
the caution light on Ky. 94 West at Lynn Grove.

Easter Egg Hunt Saturday
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church, 5717 Crossland
Rd.. east of Hazel. will host its annual Easter Egg Hunt on. Saturday.
Each one should bring 12 filled eggs fur the hunt There will also be
food. games, crafts and prizes.
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Dixon Cemetery plans cleaning
Dixon Cemetery, located in Trigg County, will have its spring
cemetery maintenance day on Saturday starting at 9 a.m. A picnic
will he served on the grounds at noon.

Senior Citizens planning trip
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Center is sponsoring a 4
days/3 nights trip to Biltmore Estate and Asheville. N.C., on June 710. The cost of the trip will be $345 per person. based on double
occupancy. A $75 deposit is due at the time you sign up. For detailed
information contact Teri Cobb. activities director. at 753-0929.
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Samantha Raber
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Color Your Landscape
• Dogwoods
• Weeping Cherry
• Redbud

• Azaleas
• Roses
• Snowball
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MSU Music Dept. Craig releases Civil War book ,
plans busy month
Staff Report
The Murray State t iw,etsity Department of Music has a very
busy April planned. The public is invited to attend the multitude of
free concerts being offered in the next few weeks.
•There will be a Percussion Ensemble Concert Thursday. April I.
at Lovett Auditorium.
• There will be a hi/ Concert at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, April 6, at
Lovett Auditorium.
• There will be a Woodwind Chamber Recital at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday. April 8. at Farrell Recital Hall on the third floor of Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center
• There will be a Musical Theater & Opera Scenes Concert at
Friday. April 9, in the Performing Arts Hall on the second floor the
Old Fine Arts Building.
• l'here will he a Faculty Recital with violinist Sue-Jean Park at
2 p.m. Saturday, April 10. in the Performing Arts Hall.
• There will be a Joint Junior Recital with pianists Rebecca
Calvert and Andrea Langford at 6 p.m. Saturday. April 10. in the
Performing Arts Hall.
•There will be a String Orchestra concert at 6 p.m. Tuesday. April
13, at the Performing Arts Hall.
• There will be a Brass Chamber Music Recital at 730 p.m.
Tuesday. April 13, at the Performing Arts Hall.
• The All Campus Sing will be at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday. April 14,
at Lovett Auditorium.
• There will be a Symphonic Band and Concert Band performance at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, April IS, at Lovett Auditorium.
• There will be a performance by MSU Choirs with the Paducah
Symphony Orchestra at 730 p.m. Saturday. April 17. at the Luther
F. Carson Four Rivers Center in Paducah. Admission is free.
• There will be an Orchestra Concert at 7:30 p.m. Monday. April
19. at Lovett Auditorium.
• There will he a New Music at MSU concert at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday. April 20. at Performing Arts Hall.
•There will be a Provost Concert at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, April 22.
at Lovett Auditorium.
• There will be a University Chorale and Chamber Singers concert at 7:30 p.m. Friday, April 23, at Performing Arts Hall.

Spacial to the Ledger
PADUCAH. Ky.
Author Berry (ring enjoy so long about
Kentucky history and politics and raising money to help provide
scholarships to students at West Kentucky Community & 'Technical
College.
Craig, a WKCTC history professor. raised more than $900 for
scholarships, thrinigh a fundraiser with his first book. "True Tales of
Old-Time Kentucky Politics: Bombast, Bourbon & Burgoo" last
year. A portion of the proceeds from Craig's second hook, "Hidden
History of Kentucky in the Civil War." will again gobo the college's
scholarship fund.
"We appreciate Berry's commitment to the students and continuing to help provide scholarships." said Kay Travis. executive director of the Paducah Junior College Foundation. "Eight dollars of
every book we sell goes directly to scholarships."
Craig said his second book is not like other history hooks. It is
about the hidden history of some of the bloodiest battles in the (7ivil
War. battles fought in Kentucky with brother against brother. Craig
also reveals stories about the Graves County gun grab, pirates in
Paducah, and dueling gunboats on the Mississippi among other stories.
"Again. I'm happy to be helping the college raise money for
scholarships," Craig said. "I am proud of our hardworking students
and am glad to contribute to their success every way I can. Our students hay,made teaching a lot of fun for me since I came to the college in 1989."
Craig will read from his new book on Wednesday, April 7, at 2
p.m. in the Matheson Library. He will sign books following his presentation. Books can also be purchased in the PJC Foundation office
in Carson Hall on campus or through the mail and several copies of
Craig's first book are also available for purchase.
Books can be purchased with cash or check. For more information, contact Kay Travis at (270)543-3084 or kay.travis@kocs.edu.
Craig. who lives in Mayfield. earned a bachelor's degree in history at Murray State University, where he added Master of Arts
degree in history and journalism. He was a feature writer and columnist for the Paducah Sun-Democrat for many years. He has also written articles and book reviews for the Register of the Kentucky
Historical Society and Filson Club History' Quarterly.
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Murray Art Guild presents
new oil painting workshop
nigues of oil painting. A great
opportunity for beginners or a .
good refresher for others. There
is a small supply list. For addi- •
tional information and registration contact the guild at 7534059 or murrayartguild@murray-ky.net.

Spacial to the Ledger
The Murray Art Guild presents
Mary
Fuhrmann•s
"Beginning Oil Painting- or.
Friday. April 9 from 6 to 9 p.m.
and Saturday, April 10. from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m.
The workshop will focus on
the basic materials and tech-

of the Murray
Tigers. Lady
gnized. Tickets
•adline for pur
yts Si. ill he sold
vans at Murray

ranches of the
to to the Relay .

Photo provided

History professor Berry Craig is pictured with his second
book. "Hidden History of Kentucky in the Civil War."

Handmade
Jewelry

NOW
OPEN!
Photo provided
RENAISSANCE CHOIR: The Paris Henry County Arts Council invites the public to the Krider Performing Arts Center in Paris,
Tenn. on April 10 to experience Bethel University's Renaissance Choir. Tickets to the concert are available at the Arts Council
Office located at City Hall, ur•O at the Bethel Bookstore in McKenzie, Tenn. The box office will open at 6 p m. and the show will
start at 7 p.m. For more information, contact the Arts Council Office at (731) 642-3955 or visit www.phcarts.com.
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Speciel to the Ledger
Two receptions and exhibit
openings are coming up for a
guaret of Murray State
University art students.

Arts in the Region
• The John Suttmi 13.1nd will
per's•rm at the B Ar•pie Cute
tonight (Thum lay) for the 27"
Anolvarsai y ,r1V Music start
at 9 p.m. There I:. •
ge
and weekend shows are limited
to ages 21 and older.
• Murray Stale University's
Cinema International series
,'' at
presents "Up the Yangtze"
7.30 p.m. Thursday. Friday and
Saturday in the Curtis Center
Theater
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The Curris 'enter Gallery
will be the site of a reception for
student artists Kate Davidson
and Lindsey Smith on Friday.
April 2. from 6 to 8 p.m. The

Paducah All work is original by
local area artists 'ind many of
the pieces are for sale.
To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
Teague
at
753-1916 or
hteague0murrayledger corn

exhibitions will run through
Sunday. April II.
On display will be handmade, upholstered furniture by
Smith and jewelry by Davidson.
They are both slated for May
2010 graduation.
A reception for students
Lauren Williams and Jeremy
Martin, also May 2010 graduates, will be held in the Upper
Gallery of the Clara Eagle
(
in the Doyle Fine Arts
Center, also on Friday, April 2,
from 6 to 8 p.m. Their exhibitions are also running through

April I I. Both William' and
Martin will present oil pail tings
on canvas The reccptic as and
exhibits are free and open to the
public.
Hours for both galleries are
Monday through Friday from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m and Saturday and
Sunday from I to 4 p.m. The
Eagle Gallery is on the sixth
floor of Doyle Fine Arts Center.
located at the corner of 15th and
Olive. The Curris Center is
located on Chestnut Street
between the Collins Center and
the tennis courts.

• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
presents the "You Can Be a Star"
talent search at 7:30 p.m. each
Saturday through April 1 For
tickets, call (270) 527-3869 or 1888-459-8704
• The student-run Tinseltown
luesday series will show the
1986 blockbuster, "Top Gun" at 7
p m. Tuesday in the Curtis
Conte; Theater
• The PAPA (Paducah Area
Painters Alliance) clattery has a
new show that runs through April
27 at 124 Broadway St. in

"10

Find it Here
EVANGELISM CRUSADE
Sponsored by the Blood River Baptist Association

Thurs., April 11 - Wed., April 14, 2010
South Marshall Middle School

.

•

:1111;:itit
1-1()
4:

Were. Purpose. Peace. &tee.
• Maiden Alley Cinema
downtown Paducah presents
"The Last Station," featuring
Oscar-nominated performances
by Helen Mirren and Christopher
through
Plummer
Friday
Sunday. For details and show
trmes, visit www.maidenalleycinerna.org

.

•

NEW MENU
Great Cajun Food, Fresh Seafood,
New Orleans Style Favorites &
Still the same Keg Favorites!
Fresh Shrimp. Fresh Gulf Coast Oysters.
PO' Boys, Blackened Fish, Steaks &Chicken
***

We cater ANY event
ANY size ANY location!!
Remodeled Game Room &

Sunday 6:00 p.m.• Mon.-Wed. 7:00 p.m.
Wed. - Youth Night (Free pizza for youth at 6:00)

New Private Room with Big Screen

Evangelist: Dr. Jerry Spencer

Great for Birthdays, Wedding Rehearsals
Lunch Meetings, Anniversaries,
or just a night out with friends.

Special Music by: The Dills - April 11 & 12
Mark Bishop - April 13 & 14 • Association Choir - Each Night

HE TV and Surround Sound!

live

EVERYONE WELCOME!

an

Saturday Nights 9 p.m. till Close
This Week: Lincoln Hawk

61 •

I hursday„ April I. 20111
Murray Ledger & Times

Murray Let!

Playhouse seeks area talent
Special to the Ledger
Local residents are invited to
join performers at Grand
Rivers' Badgett Playhouse for
the fifth annual celebration of
local and area talent. The

Playhouse invites residents to
show their talent onstage or
cheer for a favorite performer
from the audience.
Contestants will be judged by
regional experts with the winner

receis ing a cash pnze plus the
opportunity to perform on the
opening night of "Variety!
Music. Memories & More!"
The start time will be 7 p.m.
Friday, April 2.
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Pictured above,from left, are: Keith Travis, IViCCH vice president of Institution
al Development:
Wendy Hill, executive vice-president of Signet Health; Keith Bailey,
CEO at MCCH; and
Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
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Signet Health sponsors room at the
future Residential Hopice House
Signet Health recently donated
$5,5(0 to sponsor a room at the
future Residential Hospice
House. The decision to contribute to the Hospice House
was made by Jerry Browder,
President of Signet Health who
donated $5,000 from the company, along with Wendy Hill,
Vice-President of Signet Health
who contnbuted a personal
donation of $500.
"I have worked. with MurrayCalloway County Hospital for
around three years, and the residents in Murray are a lot like the
people in Seguin, Texas. where
live. Working with people in the
Acute Rehabilitation program,
and losing people close to me
personally. 1 understand how

important;Residential Hospice
House could impact a conununity like Murray in a very positive
way. 1 feel a connection to the
community and am very interested in seeing this project succeed,- said Wendy Hill,
Executive Vice-President of
Signet Health.
This donation is part of the
naming opportunities available
for rooms in the future Hospice
House. Additional naming
opportunities are also available
in the new South Tower located
off of Vine Street.
Each individual, or business,
that participates in purchasing a
patient room with the naming
opportunities program will be

recognized with a personalized
plaque located outside of the
room when the Hospice House
is complete.
The Residential Hospice
House will be a 12-bed, residential facility. Designed to provide
patients with limited life
expectancy a nurturing, homelike setting; a hospice house is a
place where life's journey can
end peacefully and in dignity,
surrounded by family and
friends.
Residents interested in learning more about naming opportunities available with MurrayCalloway
Endowment for
Healthcare. please contact Keith
Travis at 270-762-1908.

Photo provided
GOLD TAGS: Students at Murray Elementary School earn a gold tag when
they have received
ten tiger tags for going above and beyond the Guidelines for Success. Janet Caldwell, principal, presents the gold tags to students on the Tiger Cub News program each morning.
Students receiving the award March 13 -- 24 were: Row 1, from left: Kylie Jones,
Isaac Bourne,
Isaac Custer, Isaiah Johnson. Zachary Fletcher and Jordan Weatherspoon; Row
2, from left:
Dakota Wilson, Brad Peiffer, Dillian Garland, Jaxon Price and Noah Cavitt.

ACRE enrollment deadline approaching
John W. McCauley, state executive director of USDA's
Kentucky Farm Service Agency
(FSA) reminds producers that
June I. is the deadline for the
'2010 Average Crop Revenue
Election (ACRE) Program or
the traditional Direct and
• Counter-cyclical
Program
"(DCP). This is a mandatory
'.deadline for all participants and
USDA will not accept any latefile applications.
McCauley explained that, "It

is critical for producers to begin
the enrollment process as soon
as possible.' Over 41 300 farms
were enrolled in DCP/ACRE
Program during 2009. -To date,
approximately less than 25 percent have been enrolled in 2010
DCP/ACRE Programs. At the
current rate of enrollment, a significant number of farms eligible for 2010 DCP/ACRE will
not be enrolled by the June 1.
deadline."
All signatures of pioducers

receiving a share in DCP/ACRE
payments are required by the
June 1 deadline. It is important
producers contact their local
office to set up appointments
well before the June 1 deadline.
May 31 is the final date to certify Small Grain planted coverage.
For information about the
DCP/ACRE programs and crop
reporting dates please contact
your local FSA service center or
visit http://www.fsa.usda.gov.

Duck stamp contest held recently

FOOD
GIANI

Kentucky's Junior Duck Stamp
Contest was held recently. It is
jointly organized by Clarks River
National Wildlife Refuge. Wolf
Creek National Fish Hatchery,
and Ecological Services. This
year the judging was held at Wolf
Creek NFH.
The purpose of the contest is to
teach kids conservation through
art.
All kids grades K-12 are able to
enter the contest. There are 12
first place winners selected and
from those, a best of show is chosen. The best of show goes on to
represent Kentucky at the national competition. This year the
National Competition will be on
April 23 at the Science Museum
of Minnesota. The winner of the
national contest will be printed on
stamps that can be purchased by
the public and all funds generated
go to conservation education.
The best of show this year was a
Ruddy Duck drawn by a student
in Boone County. However, it was

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER • MURRAY • 753-8322
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Staff from Clarks River National Wildlife Refuge and Wolf Creek National Fish
Hatchery hold
the final selections in part of the contest.
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not easy for the judges to select a
winner because there was 1.113
pieces of art sent in this year. it
was reported. Of that number,
1,017 came from the western half
of the state.
In the western area 33 pieces
came from Calloway County
(Murray
Elementary,
and
Calloway Middle), 11 from
Graves County (Fancy Farm
Elementary), and 320 from
McCracken County (Lone Oak
Elementary, Reidland Ele, Clark
Elementary, Heath Elementary,
and St. Mary High).
Judges are selected with various
backgrounds. so that all aspects of
the contest are viewed. This year
the judges were: Orville Crigler
from Publishers Press, Rick Hill
an artist for Kentucky Fish and
Wildlife
Resources, David
Holmes with Kentucky Ducks
Unlimited, Ryan Noel a Special
Agent with US Fish and Wildlife,
and Taylor Orr with Kentucky
Fish and Wildlife Resources.
Judges are told to select the art

based on beauty, accuracy of the
duck and surrounding habitat, and
how it would look were it shrunk
to stamp SIM.
The art contest is only half of
the competition. Students are
asked to write a short conservation message and those too are
judged. There are four first place
winners and a best of show. For
this part of the contest western
Kentucky students got three of
the first place place spots and the
best of show:
Michael Bauqus, Reidland
Elementary: "We are conserving
for generanons to come." (Best Of
Show)
Caitlin Hodges. St. Mary High:
'Nature is God's greatest masterpiece.'
Sidney Webber. Lone Oak
Elementary: "We need to take
care of our planet because it's the
only one we have to live on."

Son following in father's footsteps
Special to the Ledger
"Like father, like son" is a
phrase that is often heard. It is an
apt description of Murray State
University alumnus Jack Perconte
and his son. Mike.
In addition to both being graduates of Murray State, they both
had successful careers with the
'Breds baseball team and both
went on to play professional
baseball.
Jack was a star infielder for
Murray State from 1973 through
1976, ending with a career batting average of .349 He led the
team in 1975 with a .403 average.
He had the most runs scored for
three straight ye:us-1974-76-with a high of 71 in 1975. In
1975, he also led the team in doubles, triples and stolen bases. He
is the career leader in triples,
walks and runs scored for the
'Breds In 1975 and 1976. he was
selected to the All-OVC team.
After graduating in 1976 with a
degree in sociology, be spent parts

of seven seasons with the Los
Angeles Dodgers, Cleveland,
Seattle and the White Sox. He
compiled a lifetime batting average of .270 in 433 major league
games.
He is now the director of baseball operations at Velocity Sports
Performance in Warrenville, Ill.
During the off season Mike
worked on his game at Velocity
Sports Performance under the
guidance of his father.
Like his father, Mike came to
Murray State as a shortstop. But
after his freshman year, he went
to the summer league in New
York. There he was told he was
going to be a pitcher. He
returned to Murray State and had
three successful seasons as a
pitcher. He led the 'Breds in most
wins in 2006 and 2007, in most
saves in 2006, in most innings
pitched in 2007. and in complete
games in 2006 and 2007. Mike
holds career records for most
starts, innings pitched and games
started. He is fifth on the career

list for most saves and eighth for
most total strikeouts.
The Naperville. III., player
joined the Chicago Cubs as an
undrafted free agent in 2008 and
went 2-1 with 4.85 ERA. He had
15 relief appearances and fo5nstarts with Class A Boise duniig
the short season. In 2009, he wits
with three Class-A teams;
Boise. Peona and Daytona. He
closed the season with a 1-1
record and a 3.62 ERA with 32
strikeouts in 30 innings for
He went with other minor le:i
in March to spnng training
g
in
nu
Daytona.wi
th
wilt
probably be assigned to the
Double A Tennessee team.
He completed his degree in
business administration and graduated in December 2009. If he
can make it to the major leagues.
he will be like father once again.
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Racers win
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Sportsmanship
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By SOU Sports blesmaess
BRENTWOOD, Tenn. — On
Wednesday
the
Ohio
Valley
:Conference announced that Murray
;$tate University is the recipient of the
;Z009-10 Team Sportsmanship Award
q.or men's basketball.
Voted on by the student-athletes
Aind coaches of the respective sports.
-the team awards are bestowed upon
the conference squads deemed to have
best exhibited the standards of sportsmanship and ethical behavior as outlined by the OVC and NCAA.
Included in the areas for evaluation
are the conduct of student-athletes,
coaches, staff and administrators and
fans.
"Without sportsmanship there are
truly no meaningful victories," said
Beth DeBauche, OVC Commissioner.
"The recipients of the OVC Team
Sportsmanship awards should accept
this award with great pride for their
fellow competitors have made it clear
their teams exemplify the best in
intercollegiate athletics. In receiving
this prestigious honor other competitors are saying these student-athletes
compete with class, respect their
opponents and value fair play. That is
quite a compliment as those are all
traits that will lead to true victories
throughout the course of life."
The 2009-10 school year marks the
fifth year the team sportsmanship
honors have been awarded. This
marks the first award for the Murray
State men's basketball program.
Murray State won its 21st OVC
regular season championship and 14th
OVC tournament championship on its
way to a berth in the NCAA
Tournament in 2009-10. The Racers
topped No. 4 seed Vanderbilt in the
first round of the NCAA Tournament
before losing to No. 5 seed Butler in
the second round. Murray State finished the year with 31 victories, the
most in OVC history.
Our team is honored to receive
this award from our peers in the
OVC," said Billy Kennedy, head basketball coach at Murray State. "It goes
to show how our program is thought
of and the character our team has
shown throughout the season."
Implemented in August 2005. the
team honors are the most recent addition to an awards program that recognizes and celebrates sportsmanship
within the conference. In 1998, the
league established the Steve Hamilton
Sportsmanship Award, presented
annually to a male or female studentathlete of junior or senior status who
best exemplifies the characteristics of
the late Morehead State student-athlete, coach and administrator. Five
years later, the conference added the
OVC Sportsmanship Award, presented annually to the member institution
selected by its peers to have best
exhibited the standards of sportsmanship and ethical behavior as outlined
by the OVC and NCAA.
In 1995, the Ohio Valley
Conference implemented a first-ofits-kind "Sportsmanship Statement,"
a policy promoting principles of fair
play, ethical conduct and respect for
one's opponent.
The statement
answered the challenge of the NCAA
Presidents Commission to improve
sportsmanship in collegiate athletics,
and has become a model for others to
follow across the nation.
Tres Nosed INC Cofer
at the Week
Murray State senior Joyce Trus earned
Valley
Ohio
Conference Golfer of
the Week honors
Wednesday by the
, league office.
From Mexico City,
Trus
Mexico, Trus fired
rounds of 75-79=154 to finish fourth
in a field of 93 competitors at the
Saluki Invitational at Hickory Ridge
Golf Course in Carbondale, Ill.
Trus, who has a team-best 76.6
scoring average (third in the OVC),
previously placed second at the
Cincinnati Fall Classic last Sept., and
was second in early March at the
MSU NewWave Communications
Classic.
MSU plays Friday through Sunday
at the Ole Miss Rebel Invitational in
Oxford. Miss.

WILDCATS
BEGIN SPRING
DRILLS UNDER
NEW HEAD
COACH

TOMMY DiLLARD I tile photo
Senior Jake Darnell, Calloway County's No. 1 singles player, will team up with freshman Matt McReynolds to form
a doubles team that first-year head coach Chris Felts says he believes can earn a seed in the Region I championships. Calloway hosts Ballard Memorial this afternoon.

EEING DOUBLE
CALLOWAY'S DARNELL, MCREYNOLDS HOPE TO GARI4ER REGIONAL SEED
By TOMMY MAIM
Sports Wnter
hen former Calloway
County tennis coaches Fred and Susan
Mullane paired theneighth grader Matt
McReynolds and junior Jake Darnell
together on a doubles
team last season, they did so with an eye to
the future.
Forget the future. Darnell and
McReynolds responded by winning in the
present, going undefeated throughout the
2009 season.
This year, they'll not only hold down
the No. 1 and 2 singles spots, but first-year
head coach Chris Felts fancies them as
contenders for a regional seed, something
Calloway hasn't had in several years.
As a result, the duo is playing as many
best-of-three matches as possible, as the
seeding committee looks more favorably
upon victories in three games as opposed
to one.

W

"We think they can get a seed.- said
2010 PREP TENNIS
Felts, who is handling the boys team while
Michael D'Elia coaches the girls.
Calloway County
"They're going to be very tough in the
Coaches: Chns r ens are Michael D Elia
postseason. They lost a tight match against
Who's beck:(Boys)Sam Chnsman (F:), Hathatial
Clause (891). Jake Darnell (Si). Matt mcileynoide
Graves County the other night, but we
(Fr.). Theo Qualls (Jr ), Kano Vasquez )Jr.((Girls)
don't expect them to lose too many matchHannalore Clause (So.), Teets Ethendge (Sr.). Audza
es this season."
Hopkins (So.), All LOVIII (Si). Laura Orcluna (Sr ).
AshWy Floach (Sr.(
As singles players, Daniell and
Who's new:(Boys)Zach Fonanbery (So ), Nick
McReynolds should be formidable as
Hot (So.) Wit Schweltmen (Fr.), Charlie Watson
well.
(Sc). Eric Mtkulcik (7th)(Girls) Andrea McCormack
Darnell is the squad's captain and its (71h) Shetyta Pliu,a (71h)
emotional leader.
/AKERS'SCHEDULE
AprE 1. BALLARO MEMORIAL. 12: at Heath IS mayo.
"Jake is the hardest worker on the team
AH TILGHMAN, 13. at Murray I. RE IDLANO 20: at Lone
and loves tennis the most," Felts said."He
Oak 22, MURRAY 23: COMMUNtT v CHRISTIAN at
OF1AVES CO V REIEH_ANO. 29. it Mayfield 30: 95
would rather play tennis than anything in
Mortilud Co
the world."
Mary 3: al Eleliard Marnodel. I: HEATH 11: vs St Mary
TBA)' 1342: Region I Cnernototmlupa^. 27-25 KisSAA
Felts calls McReynolds the team's most (Una
State Champfonehips%
talented player. Considering McReynolds
HCASE MATCHES IN ALL CAPS
is also one of the team's younger players,
Al lines 4.30 p ni unlade heed °Menem
that bodes well for the future of Laker ten• — It Noble Park
• -- at Lone Oak Tennis Come nis.
% — al Unweney of K.,rouck
"By the time he's a senior, he's going to from the Mullanes after one season. Both
be someone we're going to be talking are Murray State students
and Calloway
about a lot." said Felts.
graduates. D'Elia is an alumnus of the tenFelts and D'Elia take over the program
•See LAKERS, 8A

TIGER BOYS RESTOCKED,
BUT GIRLS WILL REBUILD
WARD,
COPELAND LOOK
TO LEAD
RESPECTIVE
TEAMS

2010 PREP TENNIS

•See UK, 8A

Pitino
signs
extension
through
2017

Murray

JURICH: COACH'S
SALARY TO BE
COMPETITIVE
WITH TOP 10
SALARIES IN
COUNTRY

Coach* Gil Letko
Who's beck:(Boys) Dillon Ward (Sr)
Drew Kelleher (Jr.), Ian Holmes (Jr(
Jonathan Thede (So.), Josh
Chambers (Sr ). Shawn Schunng (Sr ),
Topaz Prawn° (So.)(Girls) Cheepa
Lcganathan (Fr). Hannah Riley (Fr)
Knstina Keifer (Sr.). Lindsey Capps
(Jr(, Megan Perry (Fr.)
Who's new:(Boys) Devon Smith
(Sr ) Nicholas Alexander (6th),
Prashant Chakradhar (7111). Rob
DeBow (Jr) Ryan Alexander (Si).
Tanner Foster (61h), Zsch Travis (So )
(Girls) Ann Mane Rittenhouse (Sr ),
Cassidy Copeland (Si), Jantzen
Sparks (8th), Mackenzie Webster (Jr
Madison Goh0011 170,), Mane( Jackson
(SO), Sam Taylor (61h), Trya Muuka
(Fr)

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Wnter
ast year, Murray's
boys tennis team
was Bill Lefko's
rebuilding project
after the head
coach lost three of
TIGERS SCHEDULE
his top six players.
Apr0 1: MARSHALL CO . 12:.' Lone Oak,
This year, it's the girls 13: CALLOWAY CO IS: at Marshall Co IS
at Healh (4 30 p m ). 22: at Calionak Co Te:
squad that will be undergoing
MAYFIELD 29 HEATH, 30: al Lone Oak
//ay 1, MARSHALL CO .3 at Maylsid.
an overhaul after its top four
GRAVES CO . 11: LONE OAK. 17-21:
players graduated. Gone are
Region I Chanimmenlpti. 24-2v, KHSAA
Brooke Salley, Addie Griffo, Stale Crempromahlele
Courtney Perry and Claire
HOME MATCHES IN ALL CAPS
AS times 4 pm tenses Wetness Ifeekd
Pitman.
• —95 Lone Ow Tennis Cover
The group that replaces the
• —sl 1J/wet:arty of Kentucky
strong class of 2009 is young,
girls squad with eyes toward
but it ha.s enough talent on the
roster to make Lefko excited the future, the boys' chances
for success are more immediabout the future.
ate.
"We took a hit on the girls
Senior Dillon Ward moves
side," said Lefko, who coaches
the team along with his son, into the No. 1 slot after gaining
experience at the No. 2 last
Courtney. "Not only do we
year. Sophomores Jonathan
have these young girls, but we
Thiede
and Topaz Prawito will
have five corning up next year.
join him at the top of the lineWe'll have 11 kids within two
years of each other and, if they up after both started on the varsity squad last year.
continue to get better, we'll
The Tigers should also
compete with everybody in
receive a boost from senior
this area. Right now, we're just
newcomer Ryan Alexander, a
real, real young."
While Lefko looks upon his Marshall County transfer.
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
New Kentucky coach Joker
Phillips admits he had a small
case of the jitters during his first
practice calling the shots.
"I didn't know what to do,"
Phillips said on Wednesday after
the
Wildcats
opened spring
drills. "I had my
hand
in
my
pocket and was
twiddling
the
whistle. Then I
just tried to dive
Phillips
in, started talking about effort, talking about
fundamentals. Those are the
things that I think I have to
stress."
Phillips took over in January
after Rich Brooks stepped down
following seven years on the
sidelines. Phillips says he was
pleased with the effort after the
Wildcats spent more than two
hours on the field in helmets and
shorts at the Nutter Training
Facility.
"1 really liked the energy," he
said. "People are communicating. That's the thing you have to
do in this sport. I think we have
to practice a little big faster. We
practiced fast and we got a lot of
reps, but we've got to get more
reps, especially for the young
guys."
The Wildcats won't get into
full pads for a few days, so
Phillips said it's difficult to get a
full grasp on where they've
made the biggest strides during
the offseason.

TOMMY DILLARD / fiie photo
Murray senior Dillon Ward will play In the No. 1 singles
spot this season after gaining experience at No. 2 last
year. Murray began Its season this week and will host
Marshall County today.
According
to
Lea°.
Alexander gives the Tigers
added leadership and depth
and is expected to see action in
both singles and doubles.
Murray's strongest attribute
on the boys side is depth.
"We have eight Lids, maybe
nine, who can step out on the
court and play." said Lefko.

who says he should have four
competitive doubles teams. "In
the past, we might have had
four kids and then scrambled
to find two. We're not great,
but we're deep, and all these
guys are really working at it."
Ward is the star and has
stepped up his game during the
•See TIGERS, 8A

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville and coach Rick Pitino
agreed in principle to a four-year
contract
extension
on
Wednesday that will keep him
on the sideline through the
2016-17 season.
Pitino hopes
the
extension
ends what he
called unfounded speculation
that he's considenng leaving the
Cardinals
in
Mho
pursuit of another job.
"My moving days have long
been over," Pitino said. "I've
been here nine years. It feels like
nine days. Now I'm going to be
able to end this career at the
place I want to end it at."
Financial details have yet to
be worked out, and the deal
needs to be approved by the university's athletic association.
Pitino's current contract runs
through 2013 and pays him
around $2.5 million annually.
Athletic director Tom Jurich
•See WINO,8A
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Lakers
edge
St. Mary
LADY
VIKINGS
SWEEP LADY
LAKERS
The 10-and-under relay squad of Jillian Santiago, Kaylee Roberson, Natalie Hahs
and Neely Gibson placed sixth in the 200 yard freestyle relay at the state championships.

The relay team of Marco O'Bryan, Thomas Canning, Eb Weber and Daniel McGee
finished sixth In the 200 medley relay at the state championships.

MYST finishes season strong
at state championships
Staff Report
The Murray Youth Swim
Team wrapped up their sort
course season recently with
competitions at the Kentucky
State Championships.
The team posted its best
overall finish is team history
with more state medals than
ever achieved in years past.
The 13-and-over championships were held March 12-14
in Lexington at the University
of Kentucky's Lancaster
Aquatic Center.
The team's highest scoring
individual was 14-year old
Daniel McGee who finished in
the top 20 in six individual
events. McGee took home three
state medals including a sixth
place finish in the 1650 yard
freestyle, seventh in the 1000
yard freestyle and eighth in the
200 yard butterfly.
He also finshed 12th in the
50 yard freestyle, ninth in the
400 yard individual medley and
Ilth in the 500 yard freestyle.
Other top 20 individual finishes in the 13 & over division
included 14-year-old Et Weber,
who finished 17th in both the
100 and 200 yard butterfly
events.
The relay team of Weber,
McGee, Marco O'Bryan and
Thomas Canning finished sixth
in the 200 medley relay, seventh in the 400 yard freestyle
relay and ninth in the 400 yard
medley relay.
Other races featuring MYST
swimmers included Adam
Miller (100 Back), Weber (200
1M, 100 Back, 50 Free), and
O'Bryan (50 Free, 100 Free).
The 12 & under champi-

•Pitino

onships were held March 19-21
in Louisville at the Mary T.
Meagher Aquatic Center.
Thirteen swimmers represented the MYST squad. The
team's highest-scoring individual was 9-year-old Jillian
Santiago, who took home five
individual state medals.
Santiago fuiished fifth in the
50 yard backstroke, sixth in the
100 yard butterfly and took seventh place finishes in the 50
yard butterfly and the 50 and
100 freestyle events. She also
flushed 10th in the 200
freestyle and 12th in the 100
backstroke.
Santiago combined with
teammates Neely Gibson,
Kaylee Roberson and Natalie
Hahs to take home a sixth place
in the 2(X) yard freestyle relay
and a ninth in the 200 yard
medley relay.
Santiago finished the meet
with an overall 10th place finish in total points. As a 9-yearold this year. Santiago will have
the opportunity to swim in the
same division (9 & 10) next
year.
The 11 & 12 year-old relay
team of Megan Wilson, Lauren
Simmons. Abby Gibson and
Celeste Siquerios finished 19th
in the 200 freestyle relay and
Wilson, Simmons and Gibson
teamed with Alex Workman to
finish 20th in the 200 medley
relay.
On the boys side, 11-yearold Cyrus Nabavi was the
team's highest scoring individual. Nabavi had six top 20 finishes including 50 free (19th),
200 freestyle (18th), 500
freestyle (16th), 100 butterfly

(141h), 50 breast(15th) and 100
breast (19th). Nabavi will be
able to compete in the same
division (II & 12) next year.
Other MYST swimmers
competing in the 12 & under
championship included Beau
Osborne. Trent Lyons and Kyle
Faulkner.
A total of six MYST swimmers competed in the 8 & under
championship meet also held
the
same
weekend
in
Louisville. The 8 & under relay
team of Lucas Wilson, Tommy
Miles. Ashkahn Nabavi and
Devlin Trimble achieved a seventh place finish in the 200
medley relay and an Ilth place
finish in the 200 free relay. The
8 & under boys finished the
meet in ninth place overall.
In the girls 8 & under competition, Jenna Santiago, age
five. had top 20 finishes in the 6
& under division with a 15th in
the 25 yard back.stroke and 1 I th
in the 25 yard butterfly.
Also competing in the 6 &
under division was 5-year-old
Jolie Trimble.
Overall the MYST squad
completed
the
State
Championship sehes of meets
with a total of 32 top 20 finishes (23 individual and 9 relay
events). In combined scores.
MYST finished the meet in
14th place overall.
MYST recently conducted a
tryout for the spring and summer season and welcomed 21
new swimmers. The coaching
staff of Rick McGee,Al Farrell.
Anne Ferguson and Julie
Santiago are looking forward to
a successful and fun summer
season.
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Stelt Report
Calloway County took a split
against St. Mary on Wednesday
at the CCHS courts.
The Laker boys defeated the
Vikings in a hotly contested
match, 5-4, while the girls were
shut out by the Lady Vikings, 80.
On the boys side. Calloway
split St. Mary in singles action
bat took two out of three doubles matches to take the win.
Karlo Vasquez beat Ben
Smith 8-2, Theo Qualls beat
Austin Hunt 8-5 and Jake
Darnell beat Josh Meredith 8-3.
Charlie Watson took his match
to a tiebreaker but fell 8-7 (7-0).
In doubles action, Calloway's
victories came from Vazquez
and Qualls, who beat Meredith
and Matt Gilland 8-1, and
Darnell and Watson, who beat
Smith and Hurt 8-2.
The takers and lady Lakers
return to action this afternoon as
they host Ballard Memorial at
4:30 p.m.
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From Page 7A
It's hard to be really sharp
fundamentally because you don't
have pads on," he said. "I'm just
watching the effort and seeing
where their eyes are. If your eyes
are in the right place. you know if
they're executing their assignments."
One of the major focal points
of spring drills will be the
offense, which ranked nearly the
bottom of tic Southeastern
Conference in nearly every major
category last year.
There will be a three-way
competition for the starting quarterback
spot, with
Ryan
Mossakowski, Morgan Newton
and Mike Hartline all getting a
chance to work with the first
team.
All three have a long way to
go if Wednesday is any indication.
Mossakowski) threw better
today than he did last year at this
time and in the fall," Phillips
said. -There were a lot of balls
going all over the place too.
Morgan didn't have a good day.
Mike had some good and bad
throws."
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Wednesday's Sports Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
BALTIMORE ORIOLES—Optioned OF
Lou Montanez to Norfolk (IL)
BOSTON RED SOS- -Placed RHP
Boot Bonier and IRE Jed Lowne on the
15-clay DL, retroactive to March 26
CLEVELAND INDIANS--Optioned OF
Trevor Crowe and C Wyatt Toregas to
Columbus (IL) Assigned LHP Jeremy
Sowers outright to Columbus Placed
RHP Hector Arrnnz on the 15-day DL.
retroactive to March 27
DETROIT TIGERS--Optioned OF Clete
Thomas to Toledo (IL)
KANSAS CITY ROYALS—Optioned
RHP Blake Wood arid 1B Kite Ka'anue
to Omaha (PCL) Assigned LHP Edgar
Osuna outright to Nonhwest Arkansas
(Texas)
LOS ANGELES ANGELS—Optioned
RHP Sean 0 Sullivan to Salt Lake
(PCL)
MINNESOTA TWINS—Placed RHP Joe
Nathan and C Jose Morales on the 15day DL Optioned LHP Glen Perkins
and C Wilson Ramos to Rochester (IL)
SEATTLE MARINERS—Placed LHP
Enk Bedard and INE Jack Hannahan sri
the 15-day DI retroactive to March 26
Optioned LHP Luke French to Tacoma
(PCL) Reassigned RHP Chad Corder°
to their minor-league camp Announced
OF Corey Patterson has opted out of
his contract
TAMPA BAY RAYS--Optioned RHP
Dale Thayer to Durham (IL)
Reassigned RHP Heath Rokins to they
minor league camp. Announced 1B Dan
Johnson accepted an outright assignment to Durham (IL).
TORONTO BLUE JAYS—Reassigned
C Raul Chavez to their minor league
camp
Mittens! League
COLORADO ROCKIES—Assigned
RHP Tim Redding to their minor league
camp
HOUSTON ASTROS—Placed 18
Lance Berkman, RHP Alberto Arias and
RHP Yorman Bazardo on the 15-day
DL. retroactive to March 26
LOS ANGELES DODGERS—Released
LHP Eric Stults and OF Jason Repko
Reassigned RHP Josh Lindblom to their
minor league,
..emp
NEW YORK METS—Placed OF Carlos
Beltran and RHP K4v,ni Escobar on
the 15-day DL, retroactive to March 26
Optioned OF Fernando Martinez to
Buffalo (IL). Announced LHP Pat Misch
cieered waivers and was assigned outright to Buffalo
PITTSBURGH PIRATES—Reassigned

C Enk Kratz to their minor league
camp
ST LOUIS CARDINALS--Optioned
RHP PJ Walters to Memphis(PCL)
SAN DIEGO PADRES—Opttoned LHP
Wade LeBlanc to Portland (PCL)
Reassigned OF Chris Denorha arid C
Chns Stesvan to TRIO( league camp
WASHINGTON NATIONALS—Optioned
RHP J 0 Martin to Syracuse (IL)
BASKETBALL
National Baeltetball Assiocietton
MINNESOTA TIMBERWOLVES—
Assigned F Nathan Jewel to Sioux Falls
(NBADL)
OKLAHOMA on' THUNDER—Signed
G Mustafa Shakur and assigned him to
Tulsa(WADI)
WASHINGTON WIZARDS—Signed G
Cedric Jackson to a 10-day contract
FOOTBALL
National Football League
BUFFALO BILLS--Signed WR Chad
Jackson Pe-signet CB Ashton
Youbory
CINCINNATI BENGALS—Re-togned
DE Frostee Rucker
DENVER BRONCOS—Announced the
retirement of PK Jason Elam alter be
signed a one-day contract
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES—Signed LB
Omar Garter to a one-year contract
COLLEGE
ARKANSAS—Announced the resgnason of the football team's director of
high school relations Dean Campbell
CENTRAL ARKANSAS—Named
Jonathan Jackson and Anthony Walker
men's assistant basketball coaches
GEORGE MASON—Signed men's basketball coach Jim Larranaga to a contract extension through the 2015-16
season
HOLY CROSS—Fired men s basketball
coach Sean Kearney
LOUISVILLE- -Agreed in principle with
men's basketball coach Rick Piano on a
four-year contract extension through the
2016-17 season
MIDDLE TENNESSEE —Signed mans
basketball coach Kermit Davis a threeyear contract extension through the
2013-14 season
PITTSBURGH—Signed men's basketball coach Jamie Dixon to a contract
extension
ST JOHN S--Named Steve Lavin
'liens basketball coach
SOUTH CAROLINA—Announato freshman G Kelsey Bone is leaving the
women's basketball team and will transfer
WISCONSIN-OSHKOSH—Announced
the retirement of director of athletics
Allen Ackerman, effective Jan 2011

•Lakers
From Page 7A
nis program while Felts was a
Laker baseball player.
Felts walked on to play tennis
for Murray State but was injured
and never played in a match.
The Lakers are nearly two
weeks into the season and both
coaches say they see plenty of
progress.
"I've seen a lot of improvement, especially in the lower
seeds, the four, five and six
guys," he said. "A lot of these
kids aren't very experienced and
are still learning the game,
learning tactics."
Behind
Darnell
and
McReynolds, the Lakers will
look to junior Karlo Vasquez.
who Felts calls the most athletic
and the most competitive on the

squad, in the No. 3 spot
Junior Theo Qualls and senior Charlie Watson will fill out
Calloway's top six while firstyear player Zach Fortenbery, a
sophomore. will also see time.
The Lady Lakers will be
anchored by No. 1 sophomore
Hannalore Clause and No. 2
senior Teela Etheridge. D'Elia
calls Clause his most consistent
player while Etheridge is the
team captain and leader.
The rest of Calloway's top
six will be filled in by sophomore Audra Hopkins and seniors Ali Love. Laura Orduna and
Ashley Roach.
Depth is an issue for the Lady
Lakers, who have just eight girls
on the roster.

From Page 7A
offseason, Lefko says. He'll
likely play doubles with senior
Shawn Schuring, and brings
valuable high-seed singles experience to the table.
"Dillon's got a lot of touch,
and he's extraordinarily quick,"
said Letko. "He almost makes
the game look too easy. The
biggest thing he needs to do is
play with a little more intention

to be at his best out there and get
over the hump."
The girls squad will likely be
led by senior Cassidy Copeland,
who returns to Murray after a
one-year hiatus at a preparatory
arts school.
Copeland played in the Lady
Tigers' top six two years ago and
will anchor the squad at the No.
1 spot this season.
"Cassidy loves to play and

will run all day long," said
Lefko. "She's a very, very competitive person from the standpoint that she'll just never quit
on the court. Whoever we pair
her with, they'll also be our No.
1 doubles team."
The Lady Tigers will also call
on
freshman
Dheepa
Loganathan, junior Lindsey
Capps and senior Kristina
Keifer to make up their top six.
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From Page 7A
said his goal is to make Pitino's
new salary competitive with the
top coaches in the country.
"I think as we move forward,
it's very important for us to be
stable," lunch said. "We have a
great coach at the top, we have
an icon at the top and I don't
think there's five coaches that
are in the same discussion as
coach Pitino so it's important we
keep him."
Pitino is 220-86 at Louisville
and 572-210 in 24 seasons at the
collegiate level. He's the only
men's coach to lead three different programs to the Final Four
and has helped the Cardinals put
together the second-best record
in the Big East since joining the
16-team league in 2005-06.
The contract is also a vote of
confidence in Pitino, whose personal life made headlines last
summer when he apologized to
an "indiscretion" at a local
restaurant in 2003 with a woman
later accused of trying to extort
hint for millions.
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1607 CAMPBELL
455.56
ADAMS ALISHA
TR NORTHWINDS 027
3.48
ARMSTRONG JONATHAN DREW 1506 CLAYSHIRE
804.90
AUSTIN JOHN & CONNIE
613 S 3RD
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719 RIVER ROAD
117.72
BROWNE AMY
TR RIVIERA 202
16.91
BUCY EMMA
914 N 16TH
1,056.41
BUMPHIS UREA NELLE
204 PINE
119.69
BURICETT BRIAN S & VALARIE
1550 CANTERBURY
1.136.89
BURTON BILLENE
300 N 18TH
754.58
CALD WELL TERRY
143 QUF.ENSINAY DRIVE
388.15
CA51ACHO GAYLE
TR COACH ESTATES E-016
106.47
CASTLEMAN WILLIAM
TR RIVIERA 225
26.04
CATLETT GEORGE E
1707 N 4TH
244.28
CATLETT GEORGE It
CHERRY
72.13
CATLETT GEORGE E
707 S 3RD
43.26
TERESA
100 SPRUCE
181.11
CAVITT TAMMY
504 N CHERRY
161.97
CHURCHILL MAX H
RIVER ROAD
34.94
CONNELLY DIANE
TR RIVIERA 243
8.66
COOPER KIMBERLY JAVACE
40662ND
191.18
CORNERSTONE APARTMENTS LLC 1723 BROOKLYN
2,325.58
CROUCH JARED
TR COACH ESTATES B-006
47.71
CUNNINGHAM STEPHANIE
1613 SUNSET
707.30
D D INC
218.93
DARCUS DORIS E
1502 OAK
526.19
DAVIS BOBBI L
1303 VINE
638.67
DENHAM MARK & LESLIE H
802 N 17Th
689.18
DIXIE OUTLAW AUTOMAT1VE
TANGIBLES
4.12
DONOHO ESTER MARIE
310 S 15Th
823.79
DOWDY JANICE
TR FOX MEADOWS 5-004
52.06
EDGAR SaYET W
RIVERWOOD
251.52
ELWE1.L FRANK W
21 NOTTINGHAM LANE
416.51
ENGLISH SCOTT &
1706 MAGNOLIA
G
I.3o2.91
EPPERSON PROPERTIES LLC
625 BROAD
487 96
MST AMERICAN REALTY LLC 406 N 5Th
352.16
FIRST AMERICAN REALTY LLC 1604 COLLEGE FARM ROAD
653.99
F HIST REALTY GROUP INC
TANGIBLES
194.64
FOX BRENDA
515 S 7TH
553.35
FOX BRYAN
TB COACH ESTATES D-006
30.38
FOX JERRY D
502 PINE
38.25
FRANCIS JENNIFER
TR COACH ESTATES C-001
34.71
FLTRELL JIMMY L
1107, COUNT1 CORK
60.75
GILLIAM PATRICIA
TR FOX MEADOWS E-010
78.09
GILSON AGNES 0
S 4TH
100.60
GILSON GREG
807 S 4TH
603.66
GLASSGOW MARK
TR FOX MEADOWS B-006
65.09
GLOVIF.R LLOYD
1011 NORTHWOOD
282.02
GRACE DONALD
TR RIVIERA 065
30.38
GROGAN BERNICE
202 SPRUCE
315.92
GR(..)CAN JENNIFER
502 N 511i
251.52
(AUTON SANDRA
TR FOX MEADOWS E-011
45.54
HAIR & BEYOND
TANGIBLES
49.17

cAvrn

mrra

TR NORTHWINDS 024
HANCOCK VALERIE & BOBBY COPELAND
HARDEES FOOD SYSTEMS
15004 TANGIBLES
HARRISON ROBERT
1504 CANTERBURY
HART DONALD JR
TR FOX MEADOWS C-006
HEAT'HERLY WENDY
TR COACH ESTATES F-008
HEPNER CHARLES & TRACY CAMERON 1401 MAIN
HERITAGE KITCHENS & MORE INC
HODGE MICHAEL
1617 CLAYSHIRE
HODGF: MICHAEL
916 COLD WATER
HODGE MICHAEL DR DIANA S 1301 S 16TH
HOLMAN AARON J
Its34 OLIVE
HORNBUCKLE JAMES
225 L P MILLER
HORNBUCKLE JAMES
506 N CHERRY
HORNBUCKLE JAMB
604 N 6TH
HORNBUCKLE JAMES
/310 KIRKWOOD
HORNBUCKLE JAMES R
601 S 4TH
HORNBUCKLE JAMES R
509 N CHERRY
HORNBUCKLE JAMES RICHARD S 1(06 OLIVE
HORNBUCKLE THOMAS/LILLIE 311 CHESTNUT
HORNBUCKLE THOMAS/LILLIE 510 N 3RD
HORNBUCKLE THOMAS W SR
309 CHESTNUT
HORNBUCICLE THOMAS W SR
502 N CHERRY

RUTLEDGE ROBERT
RUTLEDGE ROBERT
HUDSON JAMES L
HUDSPETH LINDSEY
HUMPHREYS LESLIE R
HUMPHREYS LESLIE RAY
HUTSON AG SERVICE INC

409 N 1ST
105 PINE
903 N 4TH
404 N CHERRY
407 N 4TH

JACKSON HILDA
JASTANE0 BRIDGET
JENNINGS M SHANKCHRISTA
KAII1ERER JOHN

KAUS G KAY
KEY JOYCE K
KIDZTOWN ACADEMY LLC
KINGLETS KIM
KNIGHT AUSIA G
KNIGHT LATRICIA A
LYONS DORTHA N

MCCUISTON ANGELA K
PACeLlISTON WILLIAM
MCGEHEE JESSE JR &
MCLEOD DAVID
MCNUTT CORINNE
MCNUTT CCIRINNE
MILLER TERESA
MOOFtE WILLIAM H & BARBARA
MORGAN LORI
MORRIS DAVID ANTHONY
MORRIS JOHN k ANGIE

1,30792
17 38
69.42
1.458.84
138.94
1,20722
764.64
251.52
96980
48.30
241.45
171.04
1,157.01
442.69
171.04
754.58
804.90
261.52
856.18
36.21
9.04
11.06
6.80

1401 JOHNSON
1109 OLIVE
TR FOX MEADOW,D-010
TR FOX MEADOWS E-024
1411 N 4TH

301.83
8851
150.92
180.98
69.42
780.99
E)1.78
09.42
43.38
203.85
26.04
836.06
603.66
465.81
564.66
47.71
62.08
326.43

1219 MELROSE
101 ASH
TR FOX MEADOWS 13-04A

804.90
48.30
47.71

405 N 4TH
RAILROAD
301 PINE
TR RIVIERA MO
1706 DORAN ROAD SOUTH

603 BROAD
TR COACH ESTATES 11-003
TR RIVIERA 206
TR RIVIERA 215
700 EARL COURT
1006 OLIVE

MARTIN LEER TERI
MATTSON JENNIFER
MCCARTY ANTHONY

56.43
343.32
61308

701.23

1403 MAIN
1405 MAIN
TR FOX MEADOWS B4107
1501 CHAUCER
TR COACH ESTATES F-003
1214 MELROSE

612 BROAD
304 MULBERRY

MURRELL VERNON E & CFLARUYI 1541 MOCKINGBIRD
NALL REBECCA
TR RIVIERA 252

NEL

754.58
1,00609
138.83
1,307.92
52.08
966.18
462.81
362.21
600.05
2.16

NEW BEGINNINGS
NEWSOME DEBBIE
NICHOLS JAMES
OUTLAND KENNETH ORAN
PAGE JUDY
PATTON NOVEL
PAYNE JAMES E
PERRY VICTOR
PERRY VICTOR & WILLIE
PLUNKETT SUSAN G
POE JAMES EDWARD
QUAD STATE BUILDERS INC
QUAD STATE BUILDERS INC
RAY LISA WINTERS
RICHARDSON LYNN

FUNGBLOOM SHARON
ROBINSON MABLE C LIFE EST
ROSS THOMAS
RUTLEDGE ANTHONY
RUTLEDGE DWIGHT G
SHIELDS BECKY

SHREEHARI INC

14.21
663.99
73.75
666.44

tangibles
502 CHANTILLY DRIVE
TR FOX MEADOWS C-001
706 GLENDALE
TR COACH ESTATES E-009

49.88
291.78
603.66
452.75

303 PINE
313 WOODLAWN
407 L P MILLER
408 N 151

1601 CLAYSHIRE
TR COACH ESTATES G-003
TR COACH ESTATES H-014
711 GOODMAN
TR RIVIERA 171
406 N 1ST
503 L P MILLER

GET THIS MI

minx 1

$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 7534916 I

Menai Ine.
RFUlt.Si..) & ROCHE Si Ft, IS

likinsmaiirationtkit
Full time over the road drivers with a

Class A COL. Home every 1-2 weeks.
Must have a good MVR.
Earn up to 41pm.
Health Ins,' Retirement Plan
Paid Holidays 8, On. Safety Bonus.
Also seeking Part time drivers
NOME
Advertisers are
requested to check
the Bret Insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger
Times will be responsible for only one
Incorrect Insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
risk.
Although persons and

companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable. The
Murray
Ledger
&
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility who tsoever for their activities

TURKEY

HUNTFRC

MOBS' tell
Monday thru
Friday
10 a.m.-4 p.m

Brie/even of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN position. We also offer an
excellent benefit package Must be licensed
in the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Betthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
E0E/A.AE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

rcEL.
NON-SMOKING
female seeking roommate Furnisheo 28R

apt in Murray Utilities.
cable iniauded
$350/mo plus deposit

731-642-0210

LOST BORDER
Collie. male. East
Calloway, 280 Hwy
(270)227-8225

FULL-TIME
maintenance position opening
with benefits $8.75
per hour. non-negotiable. Must be able to
bend, stoop, and lift at
least
50
lbs.
Knowledge of electrical. plumbing, and light
carpentry
required_
Previous maintenance

mburV3399.charter net
or tax 731-968-0399.

experience preferred.

CO-TEAM driver to
drive with 1 person.

Male or femme.
270-924-9933.

Fieldale Apartments
64 Hilldale Lane S301
Hardin, KY 42048
Phone (270)437-4113
EOE

TR RIVIERA 069
1202 S 17TH
201 MULBERRY

wand

LOST: Female, white.
3 legged, Great
Pranese Rear left leg
recently amputated
due to gun shot
wound. Red collar, last
seen in Kificsey area
Reward ft found or
sited call
(270)293-0643 or

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- action
on orx classifieds
webPne at
murrayledgesccom
you will be redirected
to schnetwott.corti
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
webnite, nor all listings
on the yoknetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Fleece call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
yob listings Thank you

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00Pal.
No Man.calls.
LOCAL expedite company seeking an 0TH

driver
will
accept
teams Of singles. No
Oa_ needed. No logging. Clean MVR
580-794-0402

JUST ARRIVED

largest fitness organization, looking for a
circuit coach_ If you
are energetic, sea
motivate, have an outgoing personality and
love to work with peo-

ple. pick up an application At 602 N 12th
Street, Murray,KY.

Spnng & Summer
•
Handbags & Jewelry
"All New Italian"
Fashion Sunglasses
Select Items 20%
Booth *66

HAIRDRESSERS
needed. Well established. high traffic
salon. Booth rental
Murray, KY.

270-227-9319,

SPOfiTABLE SCOREBOARDS, a local manufacturer of electronic
scoreboards, is seeking an individual with
diversified
qualifications tor the full time
position of Customer
Service
Representative.

CCECCI

JOIN THE TEAM!

accepting

talk,

applicati9ns

for all

.
1AR fine MIS 001

hint Fiexbie nours
Strong organizations)
skills 8 experience releX

In MR paper sim

ouickbooks micros*

Apply jat 1674
Hwy 121 N
Starting

posted on our

otke a must
Send resume to
512 S. 4th St.

• April Sth
12 4pni

HOUSE & Office
cleaning. References
293-3253

The successful candidate will have call can-

ter expenence, be
computer savvy, posse
excellent communication skills and will be

fessional manner.

THE LODGE
RESTAURANT
is novd

12th St., Murray.

Qualifications include a
minimum of 1-2 years
experience in a customer service role,
ability to document
calls, resolve customer
enter
and
issues
orders with high attention to detail.
Sportabie Scoreboards
IS a solid, growing
company that offers
competitive wages and
benefits Please apply
at.
106 Max Hurt

Drive, Murray KY
42071 or email resume
to: recruiting0scoreboardl.com

NOW
pre-enrolling
children ages 0-5 yrs.

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value. 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting

Goods, 519S. 121h,
Murray.

at Chnstian childcare
center, located at 810
Whitnell
Neon
by
Beach Full-time child
care rates Silo/week.
Part-time rate 523/day.
767-1177. Come grow
with us.

Sups, Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom, Give
Me a call 731-3363891

SWISS Nanny, 1 yr.
apprenticeship
with
small children CPR
certified References
available
270-293-8198

MOM COMPUTERS
ServicatSales
Repairs/Upgrades

759.3556

GOLF carts gas &
electric 293-6430
REX'S Worm Farm
4600 Irvin Cobb Rd.

Murray, KY 42071
(270)436-2189
Wax Worms
250- cup $8.00
Night Crawlers
$2 00 dozen
Meal Worms
1,000 $15.00
Red Weems
40 cup $3.00
TEMPORARY service
pole. Complete with
breakers & ground
wire. Paid $175.00,
sell $90.00 OBO

767-1936. 293-7679

1BR, price
various
Coleman RI
753-9898.

2BR apt. p

fished, sor
ni
paid,

$300!mo. 7(

213R near ki
ances
C/H/A Col
753-9898

3813, 2BA,
$700/mo
deposit. 293

4BR, Cai/A
ances. Col
753-9898.

488. Ca-VA
ancas. Col
753-9898.

Calloway
Essex 1
Apartr
1505 Dior
Murray, K
One an
Bedroom

270-75.
TIM 1414
Ent.
enai

LARGE 38'
newly memo

campus.
SCAG 72' deck w,
23hp Koler engine. one
owner
Kenmore
portable, black front,
white sides, butcher
block lop dishwasher.
GE portable harvest
gold, butcher top block
dishwasher. King size
headboard with bedding,
nightstand,
dresser metal desk, iet
ski and trailer Used
windows and doors.

270-753-4095
message.

leave

AN
For Ms
2008 scooter. $600
748-7700

1BR Apt. sc

paid, no pet
5270/mo. 71

EXCEPTIOI

DIFI

CHILDCARE
cente
seeking Infant Teache
with CDA or higher
Full time with benefits
Please apply in person
at 1406 Suite Ei, North

1 OR 2br
downtown
Lease an
required. 75

nice, large
with deck ar
storage. All
including WE
dryer, and d
$510/mo. 7!
293-7085

(Old Uncle Jeff's Building)

ANTIQUES. Call Larry

NICE 2 bet
pets. 753-9

e*

Trends & Treasures Mall

Perfect opportunity for
someone returning to
tne workforce.

Murray, KY 42071 or
email to murray Semingfurniture.com

responding to our customers' needs in a pro-

positrons.

visbabli for the&

REWARDING Cares
Opportunity
Immediate openings
Professional
safes
position with excellent
income potential for a
setf-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent fringe benefits. C,orripiele training
provided. Bring resume
to Fleming Furniture.
641N.,
3060 Hwy

able to multi-task *tale

Part time dace ask.:k

(2701227-4588

BLING

PT - Curves- World's

753-3633

sed Fond

Wined

ma Foiled

(270) 293-9 id1
(270) 436-2626

270-759-5540

BORED??? Join Meo
Mio's Cajun & Seafood
Restaurant's
-Mardi
Gras- Paris Landing
Team. Now interviewing manager experienced
full
service
casual dining (corporate background preferred) E-mail resume

NEWLY
2BR, $295
753-6012.

24304

112.79
1,066.41
13.01
238.46
35.21

6,237.81
254.56
400 N 151
804
SPRINT UNITED MANAGEMENT CO
1702
STEELY NANCY
219 S 15TH
714,33
STOUFFER HARRY OR LISA
TR RIVIERA 133
13.01
TEAGUE BELINDA
106 SPRUCE
321.96
THOMAS TODD
1627 COLLEGE FARM ROAD
965 82
TINSLEY DONNIE
TR FOX MEADOWS E-01.9
39.06
TINSLEY NIKKI
1500 CLAYSHIRE
1,066.41
TOP CHOICE FABRICATORS 1.1.0 TANGIBLES
410.41
TOP CHOICE FABRICATORS LLC N 4Th
1.735.52
TRANTHAM EMILY
TR RIVIERA 113
69 42
TUBES RACHEL & DWAIN
1810 SHERRIE LANE
336.27
TYLER RONALD
TR RIVIERA 262
6.42
POWELL TONY
1616 MAIN
674 07
H H 2 FOODS INC
801 PARAMOUNT DRIVE
1,41010
WALKER SHONNA L
1706 OLIVE
6147.23
WALLIN TIMOTHY
214 1RVAN
764 58
JACKSON DENNIS
129 SPRUCE
402.43
WARREN CHARLIE & BEVERLY KING DRIVE
78.09
WARREN CHARLIE & BEVERLY 412 N 6Th
402 4.3
WARREN CHARLIE & BEVERLY 11104 KIRKWOOD
744.52
WEATHERFORD JERRY DARWIN 606 N
1,006.09
WHITE PEGGY J
TR coArm ESTATES H-004
52 08
WILLIAMS CASEY & AMANDA
1828 ANGELIA DRIVE
108.47
WILLIAMS CASEY & AMANDA
1979 FONTANTA DRIVE
138 83
WILLIAMS CHARLES
TR FOX MEADOWS 1)-009
56 43
WILLIAMS COURTNEY
TR COACH ESTATES F-005
56.43
WILLIAMS JAMES F III
GUINEVERE
DRIVE
117
21.71
WILLIAMS LANA W
114 GUINEVERE DRIVE
368.81
CRAWFORD KEVIN & MELISSA 914 BEE CREEK
295.06
WINCHESTER STEVE
1900 POPLAR
402 43
WINSTEAD DAVID A & LESLIE 104 HICKORY
1,046
SKINNER JOHN W
RUTLEDGE ROBERT

3813 270-2

110.66
663.99
986.97
503.07
168.50
85618

304 N 17TH
1505 HENRY
207 S TM

BAGS
AD FOR

heal Awl
be move,
270-703-04

Harts McClure
City Clerk

HALE ANGELA

MUNDAY JASON E

1964 14)(71
2BR, 28
great
$10.000.
Coach Et
270-227-1i

1994
70x14, frc
deck. Else

010
Mae

LOT $8.50

The 11 ut.

Sobs*

..

260

11•011 Horn

REFRIGERATOR 24*
side-by-side, water &
ice in door. $250.00
492-8819
LARGE
SELECTION
0%1 0 APPLIANtWARD EtKINS

(270) 7531713 •

SPECIAL!!!
This 1x1.5
could be yours
for ONLY $85
per month.
Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

$600 water,
trash tunas!'
pets.759-4t
293-4600
NICE, 1BR,

smoke free,
yr lease $3
226-8006
NOW L
I 2 3. 3bed
We accep
8 you,
Apply at Mc
902 Nortr
Mon,
Wednesd/
Phone 7!
Equal
Oppor
TDD 81-80

.edger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & times

rhursda,, 1,priI I, 2010 • 3B

aW
LE.:.
...- -1; :;1112
,zEnaijiii
.
L.
Den ( imarrAL•rie ftor-ricrzcsr4)
1ST

1BR on KY lake
sunporch. deck, 2 car
garage, stove, refnger
ator, w/d Ca-lA $300
deposit.
$450/mo.
Cats
OK.
354
Dnthvood Ln., Murray.
KY 42071
436-5459

DLINES

Fit Ilia

-Fit ti

s

ix
-

Not 5 la
LOT $8,500 753-6012

-Nat IJIL

--The 1 la
a.

'VISA

NAN
o that amount, a
6 by

1984 14x70 Buccaneer
26R, 2BA, C/H/A,
condition
great
$10,000.
Located:
Coach Estates C-2.
270-227-1485
1994
Fleetwood
70x14, front & back
deck Electno aic, gas
heat Appliances must
be moved
$8,500
270-703-0435

3E1R. IBA, W&D
included $650/mo.
$650/tap 603
Sycamore 3BR, IBA,
1710 Farmer Ave
$750/mo. $750/dep
(270)293-4600
(270)293-3710
FOR rent or sale. 3BR
1.5BA. very nice, appliance furnished.
753-2506
FOR Sale or Lease:
3BR 2 Bath lakefront
property witn dock, 2
1/2 car ga -age.
270-873-7826
SMALL 28R appli
ances furnished. $395
rent & utilities. $395
deposit, lyr lease, no
pets. 270-753-6156.

NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
Siniburelowy, Illiaril 3Ircl, AA 110200 ALPIL
-7-7-vs Later Gut-Ow-Air" Grogesr-r Estate,"
A Silhmasirt Elirlraft Soutta Of IMIlaarraay, NT
From Murray Along Hwy 641 South At Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Proceed South 1.5 Mies To Torn Taylor Trail, Turn
Right And Proceed West 1.7 Mlles!!
1759 Tom Taylor Trail, Murray, KY 42071

VIS411 _4
4 011.11C IFS NESo
In 4 Tracts And In Combinations

A Nice Calloway County Setting
Farmland - Pasture - Trees - Hunting
Homesites - A Cozy Country Home
1011f
"
, ' ,4 1, Tract 2 - 5.063 Acres
ililial"

Pr

•

-4

,1.

Nome With Gas Neat, Upstairs, Wed
tarns - Wallop - Lakes
' Ibis Now Nu leis bOoyad By Ilta
Grosso Fuily For lbw Tsars!
Shown By Appointmenti I

Tract 1 - 6.438 Acres
Super Tract &waft Tom Tsykw Trail
Tract 3 - 1.740 Acres
Groat Komesite 11
Tract 4 - 81.96 Acres
FARMLAND
r •try ny -7•" ra
Mos* - Padre Of Tracts
&OM CON*,Using „So Dos
Natt lOwsll 1 or
c°Th
mb
.
inatfon
Enn„,..
•

IF% Deem Mai A Maxismaa Owe. Of WOLIN Pra Trees. Sagan** lo 20 IMP

.< Jarnatircash.com For Now Survey And Deals!›.

14.21
863.99
73.75
566.44
49.88
E-009
291.78
603.66
462 75
110.66
663.99
965.97
503.07
158.50
856.18
96.04
103
014
112.79
1,056.41
13.01
238.45
35.21
..39
8,237.91
254.55
6.04
17.02
714.33
13.01
321.96
/AD
965.82
39.06
9
1.066.41
410.41
1,735.52
69 42
336.27
6.42
674.07
1.410.10
5
697.23
764 58
402.43
78.09
402 43
744.52
1,006.09
004
52 08
108.47
138.83
09
56 43
006
56.43
21.71
366.81
296.08
402 43
1,046

•
-001

VED

rvei4
ne

iG 72" deck %,v,
)Koler engine, one
Sr
Kenmore
able, black front,
O sides, butcher
top dishwasher.
portable harvest
, butcher top block
washer. King size
'board with bed,
nightstand,
Sec metal desk. iet
and trailer Used
,OwS and doors
753-4095 leave
rage

38R 270-227-8802
NEWLY
remodeled
2BR $295 No cats
753-6012
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9066

Far Audi
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
1BR Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets
$270/mo. 767-9037
1BR, pnce reduced
venous
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR apt. partially furnished, some utilities
no
paid,
pets.
$300/mo. 767-9037

48R, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.
48R, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
Murray, KY 42071
Om aid Two
Bedroom Varenerio,
270-753-8556
TOO I-AS-545-1833
Est 211.1
Ewe'ceoxiunty
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage. All appliances
including washer,
dryer, and dishwasher
$510/mo. 759-5885 or
293-7085.
LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus. CM/A. W&D
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 759.4696,
293-4600
NICE, 1BR, w/d,
smoke free, no pets, 1
yr lease $350/mo.
226-8006
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056

be yours

r ONLY $85
ter month.
to 20 words.

70)753-1916

1850 St.

Rt. 121S

Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562

NOU •V

JAWIES 11. GASH
''AUCTIONEER i.
i YR..E2A.(
.)
E.S6
TA
2TLB
8R4OAR
ijt
RC
„_.R
7 / 11 :4E/1 /An S' afACH/Ni '
._
THE MAYFIELD OPEN

1

p.

CONSIGNMENT AUCTION
SAT. APRIL 10T11, AT 9:00 A.M.
At The Fairgrounds
940 W 8011SMail St "Hwy 121N"
Mayfield, Kentucky

Plan To Coma Spend The a
II Only Happens Twice a rear..
100'S OF ITEMS WILLEM IN THIS AUCTION

%I

YARD SALE
HIGH RIDGE
SUBDIVISION
2 MILES WEST OF
AURORA OFF
HWY 68
FRIDAY
8:00-4:00
SATURDAY
6:00-12:00
Chevy Blazer, tustoog
supplies. 4-wheeler,
microwave, Scanner,
sewing maciane, tots
more.

IMPLEMENTS OF EVENT DESCRIPTION!!
I

YOUR
ENT TO IME FAIRGROUNDS
11L1IRSOAV 42:›Ft VER111:24.0.1r
Airsrfl GIN Arid 9th
6:00 A.M. Until 6:00 P.M. Each Da
MIIIIIIMPIPIII/Oft MEM Pest AWL Ilisse Bar Own
Osly ass*SwillstisarlosidlaIn iisats
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
726 S. 4Th ST.
Currey M 121 S Caleadsla
HOMO $2.5 10115540
12701436-2524
i2701293-6905
-PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
'Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

CHURCH building.
pews arid pulpit on
approximately, 1 acre
of ground. Murray,
KY
Call (8OO) 542-2827.
or cell (931) 279-1267.
'Good' to "Fair conditionReady to use!
380
& Supplies

d

AKC Dachshund pup
pies black & tan. 6
weeks old 1st shots 8
Pictures
wormed.
available by e-mail.
Located near Paris,
TN. $200.
731-247-3727.
registered
AKC
Pinscher
Doberman
puppies 9 wks old.
tales cut, dewclawed
Male-5400, Female&
Shots
$350
wormed.
731-336-7848
BORDER Collie puppies. born 1112/10.
deworrned,
ABCA,
shots, farm raised_
270-988-3564
DOBERMAN Pinscher
AKC 6-male. 6-female.
ready third week of
April. 270-753-0531

OHM

MINI
SiTORAGE
11umw_40111111

Units * Climate cent
2487 Surveillance • Electricity
812 Wtsibisil As'.-

-3853

.753

-To Os ScsicS Ancor Thin Heal Estates
Nice Old Saddles • Harness • Dinner Bell • Garden Mier • Antique
Barnyard Implements And Collectibles • Yard Furniture • Kitchen Table And
Chairs • Sofa • Side Chairs • End Tables • 3 Piece Bedroom Suite -Antique
Dressing Table • Side Tables•Antique Collectibles • Collectible Glassware
• Pots, Pans, Kitchen Miscellaneous • Household Miscellaneous • Washer
• Refrigerator & Morel!
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!

TRACTORS ----ALL1,. SIZESO I
RACKHOES - DOZERS
TOILOCIPCS - YIR ^OILERS
NAT EQINIP - LAWN & GARDEN EQUIP
PLANTING & TILLAGE EQUIP

NI 1‘1 (119 '\

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

ARD ELKINS

AO

KEY MINI
WARE.HOUSES

38R, 2BA, no pets
$700/mo
+
$700
deposit. 293-54Z3

LARIColE
ILECTION
D APPLIANEE,S

PECIALM
This 10.5

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p m. kt-F

28R near MSU. appliances
furnished,
Ca--I/A. Coleman RE
753-9898

RiGERATOR 24*
by-side water &
door $25000
3819

'70) 753-1713

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

JAMES R. CASH
The Placebo Start
11urra1 Ledger & 'tin,
RAT Terner puppies
small to medium. will
be six to ten lbs. Ready
now. $75 each.
270-753-2293.
ROTTYVEILERS AKC
born 2/05/10 Males
and females, shots,
wormed, tails docked.
dew claws removed.
ExceUent size, colors.
Parents on-site.
753-0300
Shih-Tzu
puppies
AKC, CKC, shots.
wormed. $300 270251-0310 evenings

12701753-191h

HUGE
YARD SALE
217 WOODLAWN

Gently used &
brand

new baby

girt clothes, shoes,

LorMer
»Ht. Fgr
Housing Ad,erusinr
\A
men,
Rene F
For

months

YARD SALE
1618 KIRKWOOD
FRIDAY
8:00-?
Twin bed. 32in
TV, computer
monitor, large
dresser, plus SIZ9
women clothing,
men s & women
clothing, lots of
household items

2,100 sq
ft. 4BR
2.5BA,
screened
porch, 2 car attached
garage on 2 acres. 5
minutes from Murray
Cal 270-653-1999.
2009 brick
home.
2,100
sq.ft
living
space.
38R, 28A 1 + acre,
double garage, sunroom, hilltop view 1/2
mile to Murray. City
water & gas. By owner
6144000.
270-519-8570
36R. 2.SBA on 1 acre.
2,800 sq.ft. Has new
roof,
large
deck,
fenced in back yard, 2
out buildings. Near
Midway on 641 S.
$158,000. 293-8283,
753-2556.
BEAUTIFUL brick 4PLEX TOWNHOUSEEach unit 2 bedrooms,
1.5-bath
901
Southwood Dr. near
MSU. 270-435-4001
BRICK DUPLEX each
unit 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
newer HVAC units. 903
Northwood Dr. Near
MSU on university bus
route, $115,000
270-435-4001
IMMACULATE brick
home, completely new
throughout new CA/H
unit, roof, appliances
hardwood
floors
throughout, 38R. 28A
detached garage on 2
large lots $95,000
753-9887

New 2-4
&dream hems is
Itivertield Edam
Beek
Prat
293.11112

tru:1
Dots
Pto.
al ELoese
COM Matg
1s2..) Cam* Ire. Yea
14o 6%,listry Cuk
065E.COM

97 Suzuki Intruder
800, 14K-miles, extra
nice, $2,800 978-1313

telle Made
2001 Toyota Rav4,
new tires, extra clean,
loaded, CD. moonroof, 80,000 miles, one
owner, 753-0913

SEAN Ew 2010 Camry

7:00-3:00

SE. V6, leather. $339
per month. $2,000
Cash or trade down.
KY tax included!
Details call
(270)753-4961.ns

Furniture, tools,
race clothes
Jewelry. something

YARD SALE
404 HIGHLAND RD
Take 94 East to
1346, turn right,
follow signs. 14
miles from Murray
Friday 8 Saturday
7:00-3:00
Refrigerator, dryer.
table & chairs.
coffee & end table.
lots of misc

Lob For Sob
1+ Acre lot. Corner
Haskins Lane & 121
North 1 mile no.
Coldwater. $8,500.00
OBO Call 753-0621

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
FinariL;c-

[
Mk"?
BY OWNER- 4.5 acres
on prestigious Oaks
Country Club Road,
$70,000
270-435-4001

2BR. 'IBA. 206 Walnut
St 731-584-8050

CITY WIDE YARD SALE IS
SATURDAY MAY 1ST.
PLACE YOUR YARD SALE AD
WITH US TODAY.
DEADLINE FOR FRIDAY IS
THURSDAY BEFORE 10:00AM.
30 WORDS OR LESS $11.00
31-70 WORDS $18.00.
FREE YARD SALE KIT WITH AD

2009 white. Hyundai
accent
hatchback
7100-miles, 37-42mpg.
10yr/100,000 mile warranty, $13,000.
293-1193, 293-9829.
Q lot 5 yea's on
.010,Yans. Corolla.
Matrix. Camry.
(Ex. Hybrid) Avalon
Ray4 Highlander
• hindia
Ends April 5
Toyota of Murray.
753-4961
1976 Tnumph Spitfire,
43.000 original miles.
excellent condition
$8.900 firm. 293-9772

$1500 8 up
T&B Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated
978-5655, 759-9295

CHASE Futrell Lave
Care 8yrs hop
293-8814
DM

Chevy
1994
4x4
extended cab, 6.5
diesel, good shape,
$3,800 obo
270-970-5611

MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
WASHING

'ill RI I.‘11t

& It‘f\fl\G

LAM
LAWN SERVICE

753-1816 227-0611
0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
.Garages
'Water & --ermite
Damage
*Decks
41-lomer Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

%MO
Moe csalien the
west uperimeed
ix West Ay.

403 Tont Taylor Trail

753-7728

DSW CUSTOM
PAINTING
Residential &
Commercial
Free Estimates
(270)226-0505 Dave

BROS. PAVING

Since

Green Acres
Lawn Care
A Cut Above The
Rest
*Shrub and tree
trimming
'Gutter cleaning
'Other services
'Quality service at
affordable prices
753-4455

I lontilton .ranitc
Marble
3301 St. Rt 12tN.

753-8087
'

74
'
-3-22
I .1,7, 11,i.•No- rs'Ifo

N
i()NN ll ‘‘
`70-753-''17'4
- BAILEY'S
LAWN CARE &
DIRT SERVICE

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Service
Mowing,
shrubs, tilling, bushhogging, bladework
270-978-0543
270-436-5277

D8M Lawn Care
227-1916

BRUSH & Hammer
Painting. tix-ifs &
repairs, decks presand
washed
sure
stained 436-2228

0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally wined
'arid operated'
• Free Estirnates
• Lir & Ins
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

POOR BOYS
LAWN CARE

.

of ihe !env,' .
MiJ4-iinc)•Gavin,Pt`n-43*.rVta°Y
se4tr.e.I.
(270)227-9153

Simmon's Handyman
& Carpentry Sennett).
.:)ver 25 years. Call
Don, Murray area.
'.;19-8570.

LA,.'. .OY LAWN
SERVICE
FREE lawn care estimate We are insured
Get in early while time
slots are available.
978-95'4
IF YOU ARE
NOT SATISFIED
WITH YOUR
CURRENT
LAWN SERVICE
AND LOOKING
FOR A N,EW
- ONE PLEASE
CALL LARRY
AT 227-0726

THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
Inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herem
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
**** *
5 Star
Tile & Marble

Roger R Delgada
1270)382-2041.

Todd s Auto Detail

YES
WE CA.

I

‘141•••+
R 1-

\

12701205-9826
[2.701227-5638

, I
,2-11 .12"- 19:;,4
LAWN Mowing
service. Insured.
16-years experience.
Call (270)759-4564
LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates. Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156,
270-293-0034
LAWNS mowed, very
reasonable, free estrmates. reliable,
mature 753-2643
LOCAL Lawn Service
Free Estimates
(270)227-8417

BELCHER Painting
Residential
Commercial. Interior,
Exterior.
Free
I-stimates. 270-2932028-Jerod

91 International tn-axle
dump truck Good conditon, new bed & paint
lob, good tires.
293-1862

MURRAY Power Wash
Commercial
Residential. Vinyl siding, sidewalks, driveways, parking lots. etc
293-7063. 293-7022

PROLAWN Scheduled
Lavmcare 1st mowing
nee 270-293-1924

ADAMS Horne
Irriproe•ment
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs. workers comp
Insured
227-2617

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

MOORE'Slawn
Service Mowing, trimming & bush hogging
Free Estimates
270-293-5896 or
270-7671866

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

753-9562

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404

(270)759-0501

• weekly & spektal pickups
• leally owned/operand

1986

A-SAP TREE
SERVICE
'Large Tree
Removal .Trimming
-Stump Grinding
'Hangers
Servicing Benton
Hardin & Murray
(270)530-0030
(270)252-4111

Maintenance

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured.
489-2839

Res , Com ,& Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Crean
out garages. gutters,
junk & tree work

Fstek,rderottal

PICK UP

24 noun sistysca

436-2167 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured. Emergency
293-1118

MITCHELL

FREE

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00

iratight's

(270)2117-6160

'Asphalt Installation

14270)2934020
ALDRIDGE
&McCuiston Roofing

A MONTH
.CALL 7531916

(270)873-9916

FREE

Mowing, Manicuring,
t amiscaping A
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

1(270)227-0587
All Carpentry
New homes, Additions,
Remodel, Sagging &
Rotten floors. Vinyl
Siding
Decks,
Roofing, Mobile Horne
Repair
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured

ESTIMATES

Wood siding
Brick *Corr:fete
Decks-4 Fence

1(.111 C 1121'1 \I Ftl

(270)293-3161

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916

GARAGE SALE
104 N. 18TH ST.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
8:00-2:00
RAIN OR SHINE
NO EARLY SALES
Metal futon bunk bed (bottom makes
couch), girls bike, toys. UK lamp, crafts,
books, basketball goal, handmade Jewelry
junior clothes, Pokemon shoes, knick
knacks Call 270-970-2489 Funds for
study abroad.

Sereletla Offorod

Hill Electric

rci;,- Re

UndCirs

crib bedding and
more. Sizes 0-12

home buyer ge
your $8,000 credit On
dead
end
strteet,
fenced in back yard.
Call Tina I Grey's
properties. 293-8462

& FRIDAY

for everyone.

GARAGE SALE
1504
MILDRED DRIVE
FRIDAY 4/2
7AM-7

110.1 hl,••

THURSDAY

Llosiottli Susan
Laying hens for sale
53.00 each. 753-9742.
LOCALLY grown premium hay. Available at
all
times.
Alfalfa,
mixes, grass mixes
Square and round
bales. Some wrapped
High protein, TDN
Students & truckers
welcome.
270-7538848 before 9:00pm

Murray Ledger a Timm Fair
Flousone Ad Naire
'dl reel estate ad,ertned beretn
• sublect to the iSsderal Fair
liooasong Act ludo makes it
ilk/alh advernse un\ lacier
Arnitatoon or diummonasr ra, ,otor, ret,
goon 41,1, handicap, tamilial status or reasoil ,agirk ar
rm.a am oda Feeler.
liautatkorn ox &salmon.
non
State LAYS forbid discrommanon
on tlw •ak retail ix advertaing
real estate based on factors ir
addaxrt to those proles oed
under federal law
So k knowingly accept am
adsernung for reel estate whoch
roir m sroiation or the law. At
persons ore herein f intormx1
the all dwellougs afirowd are
avallaek ite ar equal opprata

Hones For Sae

2-looN-3.2011
,4"14-11,211,4

MOWING
and
Trimming small to
Dependable,
large
reliable, gutters, mulch,
shrubs trimmed. hauing, 11 years expenence. Steven 767-9178
or 978-7002.

Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal
Aenal BucketTruck
Insured

(270)898-8733
(270)564-8798
TROYER'S
Construction
Metal Roofing, Pole
Barn, Shingles
(270)804-6884
WESLEY'S
Lawn
Maintenance. Relax!
Let us do your lawn
this year' Landscaping,
mowing, edge, shrubs,
mulching, leaf removal,
Iran service, seeding,
fertilizing,
aerating.
References available.
No Contract Required.
Free
estimates
&
insured. Over 15yrs
experience. Block and
Subdivision discounts.
270-703-9610.
WILL mow, trim,
mulch, paint, clean-up.
or help move
(270)293-9086
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

IMPS pu.
114 441 1l1
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bolas lack
Inn years ago
Published is a picture of
Bill Call, teacher, instructing
Adam and Jacob McKenzie in
the third year 4-H electricity
class for youth at the Murray
State University Howton Ag
Eugineering building.
Members of the Murray
Woman's Club named for special honors for the yes, 19992000, were Susan O'Neill, newcomer of the year; Lois Pharris, club woman of the year;
and Effie Kemp, volunteer of
the year.
Daylight saving time goes
into effect April 2 for this area.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of
Bill Kopperud of Murray who
was awarded the Silver Beaver
Award from the Four Rivers
Council of Boy Scouts of America for his "Distinguished Service to Youth."
Also published is a picture
of Murray artist who will exhibit their art works at the Princeton Art Guild. They are Lyn
Crysler, Barbara Gardner and
Barbara Snyder.
Thirty years ago
Published is a picture of
Lisa Holsapppk, sixth grader
at
Southwest
Elementary
School, being presented $50 and
a new dictionary from Tommy
Brown, manager of Murray
Theaters, for
wining the
Spelling Bee. Also pictured are
Melissa Manning, eighth grader at Calloway County Mid& School, second place winner, and Roger Tucker, seventh grader at Calloway County Middle School. third place
winner.
Hewlett Cooper of Murray,
regional health educator with
the Kentucky &MSC of Health
Services, will assume the piesislency of Kentucky Public
Health Association at a meet-

ing at Louisville.
Forty years ago
The Murray Board of Education after a through review
of the final plans for the new
Murray High School building
as presented by Pat Ginales,
representing
the
firm
of
Clemens & Gingles Architects,
Nashville, Tenn., approved the
review, according to Fred
Schultz, superintendent.
Elected as new officers of
the Murray Woman's Club were
Mrs. Bethel Richardson, president; Mrs. Matt Sparkman.
first vice president; Mrs. 0.8.
Boone Jr., second vice president, Mrs John A. Gregor-',
recording
secretary;
Mrs.
Thomas E. Brown, corresponding secretary; Mrs. Pus-dom
Outland, treasurer.
Fifty year' ago
Nix Crawford, president of
Murray Rotary Club, spoke on
nilie Meaning of Rotary and
How A Person Could Better
Serve the Community Through
Rotary" at a meeting of the
club at the Murray Woman's
Club house.
Bro. Paul Dailey will be
the speaker at the revival meeting scheduled April 3-10 at
Hazel Baptist Church.
Sixty years age
Over 400 members of the
Future Farmers of America
Chapters are expected to attend
FFA Field Day at Hazel High
School on April 5. This is
for all schools with representativese from chapters in the
counties of Calloway, Graves,
Pultian„ McCracken, Hickman,
Carlisle, Ballard, Livingston
and Marshall.
Don Nix, sixth grader at
Murray High School, was the
winner of the weekly contest
of PTA Sponsored Slogan. His
was "Hen,Pop, That Sign Says
SOT."

COMICS/ FEAT!ELS
Outlandish letter writers take 1
the cake on April Fools' Day
DEAR READERS: It's
April Fools' Day again, the
day I share some of the letters I receive that are so farfetched I wouldn't print them
any other day because they
we either over the top or under
the bottom, depending upon
one's
perspective.
Read on:
DEAR
ABBY: As I
was eating
my
lunch
yesterday, I
SSW
the
image
of
Abraham
Lincoln on
one of my
BY Abigail
potato chips.
Van Buren
As I was
daydreaming about how much
money I would make charging people to see it. I absentmindedly popped it into my
mouth and ate it! Is there anything I can do about this? -DANA IN PALM SPRINGS,
CAL.W.
DEAR DANA: Absolutely.
Start thinking about some ether
original ways to make money.
Your potato chip may have
been delicious, but unfortunately, you ATE your business
plan.

Door Abby

DEAR ABBY: While I was
out of town on a business trip,
my wife suddenly became a
vegetarian. While that may
sound like a good thing to
some people, it is a matter of
great concern to me. Since
becoming a vegetarian, she has
gained 30
sand no longer
has her
ingure.
In wire
she will no
longer ,w at
or 1_01 roach

Today in IIMary
By The Antedated Press
Today is Thursday, Aped la
the 91st day of 2010. There are
274 dies left in the year. This is
April Fools' Day.
Today's Highlight in 'horsey:
On April 1, 1960,the first flue
weather satellite, TIROS-1. was
launched from Cape Canaveral.
(TIROS stood for "Television
Infrared Observation Satellite,-1 On
this date:
In 1853, Cincinnati. Ohio,ertabtithed & fire department made up
of paid city employees.

•••••••41•••••4.1

In 1945, American forces
isumehed the arapititnons invasion
of Okinawe during World War II.
In 1946, tidel waves struck the
Hawaulan islands, resulting in more
than 170 deaths,
lu 1958, President Dwight D.
Eisenhower signed a 51.85 billion emergency housing nwasure.
In 1963, most of New York
City's daily newspapers resumed
publishing after settlement was
reacted in a 114-day strike.
In 1970, President Richard M
Nixon signed a measure banning

cigarette advertising en radio and
television, to take effect aim Jail
1. 1971.
Ten years ago: President 'Sill
Clinton, speaking at a fund-Miser for his wife's Senate campaign,
amused New York Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani of enlisting a -riot-wing
venom machine" against Hillary
Rodham Clinton.
Five years ago: The Vatican
repoiend that Pope John Paul Ii
was near death, his breathing shallow and his heart and kidneys
failing.
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in the house, saying she doesn't kill anything anymore. Perhaps others who have encountered this situation can give
me some hints on how to handle this. -- ARKANSAS CARNIVORE
DEAR ARKANSAS CARNIVORE: I sure hope so I'll let you know if I hear
front anyone who wants to
weigh in on your problem. But
in the meantime, you'll have
to cook your own steaks and
kill your own insects.
•MO

DEAR ABBY: Please help
me make my life better and
answer a question that has
been troubling me for some
time. How do men on death
row get their toenails cut? Are
they actually given sharp
objects to do it for themselves?
I can't figure it out. -- PERPLEXED IN SOU7'HWES'n
FLORIDA
DEAR PERPLEXED:Your
question is one I have pondered for some time, as well.
Because men on death row are
not supposed to have sharp
objects, they take turns chewing each other's toenails off. I
have this on good authority - and I'm not conning you.
Of.

DEAR ABBY. 1 tune
deeply in love with a homeless roan, and I have been trying unsuccessfully to convince
him to move in with me for
some time. hut he just won't
leave his cardboard box. He
says it has sentimental value
that I just don't understand.
Please help rue, Abby. What
should I do? -- CARLA IN
WASHINGTON STATE

.

momemeses._„

ee wine-

Warm up cold feet

DEAR DR. GOTT: What an
the possible reasons for my
extremely cold eel end toes?
DEAR READER: There are
a number of possible causes.
including exposure to cold,
hypothyroidism, penpheral neuropathy, peripheral-artery disease
and Raynaud's Many disorders
share symptoms, ao you might
need
some
follow-up.
If
you
were exposed
to
extreme
cold without
adequate protection, e:sposure could be
the answer.
Perhaps you
were outside
for a long
time in frigid
By
Dr. Peter Gott temperatures
without benefit of socks, footwear or warm
boots.
Hypothyroidism (low thyroid)
is easy enough to determine with
simple blood as but is oftea
accompanied by a number of
other symptoms, such as fatigue,
that you don't mention. If it is
time for ass annual physical examination, ask youi physician to
test you for a thyroid disorder.
Include cholesterol and bloodsugar levels. If abnormalities exist,
it is likely simple medication will
help you.
Perreateal neuropaihy is caused
by nerve damage and commonly presents with numbness, Linen wad a burning sensation. This
certainly might be an answer.
Raynautt• is Oil intemiption
of blood flow to the extremities
caused by exposure to cold end
made worm by emotional stimulation. Symptom; include burning, tingling, pain on exposure
to cold and whitish/Mee skin,
followed by redder skin when

k Gott

circuiation improves.
Penpberal-arteen disease is a
common problem involving circulation that occurs when thereat
an insufficient flow of blood to
the hands, legs and feet A person may complain of sold extranites, foot ulcers that fad to heal
sad Intermittent claudication tpain
or discomfort in leg muscles after
walking a certain distance). I
would expect, and perhaps incorrectly, that you are too young to
suffer from PAD.
Discontinue smoking it you
currently do so. Exercise to
improve your circulation. Cover
your feet with socks and warm
slippers or ilsoes, even when at
home Avoid excess coffee. chocotate mei other caffeine-containing products that constrict blood
vessels. Substitute green and black
teas that contain &miaow*, as
they help support blood-vessel
health. While I have no persom
al experience and cannot endorse
the alternative, magnesium taken
in doges of 1,000 milligrams daily
is purported to relax blood vessels and promote blood flow. Too
much magnesium. however, can
cause diarrhea, so be careful nor
I') overdo it.
Have a thorough exaroination
by your primary-care physician
or see a specialist to detennine
whether there is an underlying
Cause for your symptoms. Ask
about the possibility of an ultrasound or angiography, which will
identify blocked or tam'wed arteries.
To provide related information. I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report 'Thyroid nes°Men.' Other readers who would
like a copy should send a eelfisddressed stamped No. 10 envelope and a $2 check or inorny
order to Newsletter. P.O. Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the tide or print
an order form off my eyebath,.

JaseastiasElm

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Friday, April 2, 2910:
**** Your nobie effort to cornThis year. willingly work with a plate certain pronicts, return
key associate. The connection calls anteor clear your cktsk
might be frustrated. News from a
might be far more powerful than
you realize. Understanding dieteace might distract you. A
child or loved one helps you Obfl•
evolves. If this is you: signifiter. Corrimunkeete your feelings.
cant other, you will want more
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
downtime together. Be willing ***** How
you deal with
to look at situations from many
your imagination and use this gilt
different perspectives. Let go reflects you. uniquenees. Some
and allow others to be more of you might he looking to May
ciomiaant. Travel arichof es:W.:a- out your fantasy weekend,
non open your mind. If you are whom** others stretch their
single, a foreigner or someone Imagination to see new Waxes
very different enters your life. end solutions
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
You open up to a new way of
**** it you cars try to work
thinking and acting. SAGITfront
home
once
more.
TARIUS opens mental doors.
Otherwise you might. want to add
a plant or two to make your
The Stairs Show the Kind of office more homey. Use your
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; ingenuity ',Perth weekeod pens.
4-Positive, 3-Average; 2-So-so: VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
**** Clear out calls and
1-Difficult
meetings as soon as you can
Tap into your people skills, as by
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Rethink a financial mat- the afternoon you might want to
ter. Get needed feedback. retreat. Confusion surrounds the
Certain partners or associated late 3110M0Ori, and you might
might not have the sewn you do, ward to hoed home early.
UBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22)
but the; have grounded ideas.
**** Be careful about going
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** You will put in your two overtacaro. Try not to go to
cents! YOU could contuse a boss extremes, especially in the
or older relative, but others gat it. mornirm Corrimunicatior flourLook to getting more results. !she,: as long as you don't have
Input from a partner or associate to put on the brakes with your
style. A meeting, though it has a
could be most worthwhile.

combative We,adds to the possibilitiesSCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
**** Use the morning, when
you are energized. Work wen
corduion oil the home front. You
mighlie wondering whet someone haeft told you. Give the situation apse, and more informabon olliliOat tv.
(Mee 224'ec. 21)
**** You might want to
rethink a decision this morning.
My beektmolting need's to happen before the afternoon. In the
p.m., you will be in the mood to
launch 0 protect. YOU could be
dose to unstoppable.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Make the most of the
morning, and focus on a meeting
and a key project. You might not
be sure about expenses. Work
through a project and clear out
unneeded paperwork.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb, 18)
**** Be willing to assume the
drivers seat, especially if ytiu
went events to flow in a certain
way. No one
do a job the
exact way you rnignt desire. to
the afternoon, you'll gain through
others.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Put the final touches on
an idea or project. A discussion
in the afternoon might draw
many people's attention. Make
sure you have di the needed
facts.

sac/rim:Ns

11111011$111111*
1 Golly
5 Maim Kin or
9
preceders
12 Madent
oompenion
13 Vert Ugh!
brown shade
14 Want-ea abbr.
15 -- motgane
16 Bandanna
18 Fen worried of
annoyed
20 Qantas mascot
21 Vol
72 Enclosure lot
*emetic
animals
23 Crow ovet
26 Negotiate
30 A-Tearn member (2 wde.)
31 Clairvoyant
32'Norma
33 Caused the
destruction of
36 Slacks materia
38 Way be salon

go
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IOU KNOW WHAT IsD L:KE TO DO'
THAT'S Witan'
;VI iKE TO TELL YOt/ TVAT Ti4E
r'D REALLY
UTILE 8E044AIREIn Eillt 15 AI'
LIKE TO DD.
THE 0001t,AND THEN,WHEN YOU
RUN TO SEE NER, YnUnAPPL FOOL!'

1

39 Oki card gains
40 'Couch
43 Tune in
47 Decorating
49 Water. to Juan
50 Farley ream
51 Mr. Wiesen
52 Elapse, as time
(2 woe.)
53
do
54 Authorizes
55 Ruapen state

Answer to Previous Puzzle
IA
1 E F
BA

.-town

DOWN
1 Iron hook
2 Shari of the
movies
3 Exact area
4 Tracts of
wasteland
5 Enter again
6 Froze over
7 Shivery cam
merit
6 Raimbeey
shoot
9 Darers daughter

iseme

Murray Ledger Si limes

lisessase

ACROSS

-

FE
FT
KNEAD IJ1UAR
Mtt4J
ON
TA
AIRIK
S TO
M
R0 ' 0ficiu
L_13.49
TIARESIM REALLY
SNOOP
EASES
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10 Flake off. as
11 gtipiece
17 — Kong

19 Hanoi holiday
22 Wages

23 Mercedes nval
24 Bruin great
25 Devoured
26 Flower
planting
27 lids rem
28 — Haim of
"Mien"
29 Opposite of
Maine31 Marshy area
34 Industry
magnate
35 House for a
dog
36 Med riven
37 Tribute
39 Fest sleds
40 Fit about
41 Toon light bulb
42 Mouse cousin
43 Anm mood
44 FUriniesin's
helper
45 Mg horn
46 Same an
opinion
48 Alt, on the
Seine

